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Abstract 

Design of Electrospun Hydrogel Fibers Containing Multivalent Peptide  

Conjugates for Cardiac Tissue Engineering 

by 

Nikhil Ajit Rode 

Doctor of Philosophy in Engineering - Materials Science and Engineering 

University of California, Berkeley 

Professor Kevin Healy, Chair 

 

 A novel material was designed using biomimetic engineering principles to recreate the 

chemical and physical environment of the extracellular matrix for cardiac tissue engineering 

applications. In order to control the chemical and specific bioactive signals provided by the 

material, a multivalent conjugate of a RGD-containing cell-binding peptide with hyaluronic acid 

was synthesized. These conjugates were characterized using in-line size exclusion 

chromatography with static multi-angle light scattering, UV absorbance, and differential 

refractive index measurements (SEC-MALS-UV-RI) to determine their molecular weight and 

valency, as well as the distributions of each. These conjugates were electrospun with 

poly(ethylene glycol) and poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate to create a nanofibrous hydrogel 

material embedded with bioinstructive macromolecules. This electrospinning process was 

explored and optimized to create well-formed nanofibers. The diameter and orientation of the 

fibers was controlled to closely mimic the nanostructure of the extracellular matrix of the 

myocardium. Further characterization of the material was performed to ensure that its 

mechanical properties resemble those found in the myocardium. The availability of the peptides 

embedded in the hydrogel material was confirmed by measuring peptides released by trypsin 

incubation and was found to be sufficient to cause cell adhesion. This material was capable of 

supporting cell culture, maintaining the viability of cultured fibroblasts and cardiomyocytes, and 

preserving cardiomyocyte functionality. In this way, this material shows promise of serving as a 

biomimetic in vitro scaffold for generation of functional myocardial tissue, with possible 

applications as an in vivo cardiac patch for repair of the damage myocardium post-myocardial 

infarction. 
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Chapter 1 

Motivation, goals, and hypothesis 

1.1. Motivation and goals 

 The need for regeneration and replacement of damaged tissues, as well as for in vitro 

platforms for use in tissue modeling and drug testing, have led to the formation of the field of 

tissue engineering. In order to generate these constructs, a material is needed to serve as a 

scaffold for physical support and chemical signaling. The extracellular matrix, as the natural 

environment for cell growth and function, is the obvious choice for use as a scaffold. However, 

using natural materials wholesale causes problems with sourcing, variation, potential 

immunogenicity, and an overly complex and poorly defined environment. Thus, rather than use 

the material itself, the extracellular matrix is often used as a design reference. The important 

functionality of the extracellular matrix can be re-engineered from the bottom up using natural 

and synthetic polymer materials. Specific signals and properties can be included in the material 

to create a completely defined environment, allowing for the interrogation of the mechanisms 

underlying the interactions between cells and their environments and easing the regulatory 

process for translating the material to the clinic. 

 One aspect of material design for tissue engineering that has only recently been focused 

on is the role of non-chemical cues, such as material architecture. To address the role of structure 

in tissue generation, a number of controlled architectures have been created, including physically 

and chemically patterned surfaces, porous polymers, and networks of nanofibers. Nanofibrous 

materials are of particular interest, as that closely resembles the architecture of the extracellular 

matrix. The focus of this dissertation, then, is the generation and characterization of a novel 

biomaterial that can mimic the extracellular matrix structurally and chemically while providing a 

defined platform for tissue generation ex vivo. 

 The main goals of the project were: 

• Engineer a defined, synthetic hydrogel material for in vitro cell culture and 

in vivo tissue regeneration (Chapter 4) 

• Impart on this hydrogel a nanofibrous morphology that will mimic the 

extracellular matrix architecture through the process of electrospinning 

(Chapters 5 and 6) 

• Assess the capability of this material to support cell growth and function 

with particular focus on cardiomyocyte adhesion, viability and 

contractility (Chapter 7) 
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1.2. Hypothesis 

 The central hypothesis for the development of this material was that materials in which 

specific biological function has been engineered to recreate the important function of the 

extracellular matrix, which have physiologically relevant mechanical properties, and which 

closely mimic the structure of the extracellular matrix, will induce tissue-specific cell function 

and serve as an ex vivo scaffold for tissue-like construct generation. 

1.3. Specific aims 

 The specific aims of this dissertation were: 

a) Synthesis and characterization of a multivalent peptide-biomacromolecule 

conjugate to present bioactive ligands 

b) Electrospinning of a hydrogel containing these multivalent conjugates to create a 

stable nanofibrous hydrogel material capable of presenting specifically engineered 

cell-instructive signals 

c) Optimization of the electrospinning protocol to generate nanofibers with 

properties that closely mimic the extracellular matrix, such as their diameter, 

alignment, and modulus 

d) Assessment of this nanofibrous hydrogel material to support cell culture, induce 

alignment, and maintain cardiomyocyte contractility 

1.4. Dissertation layout 

 This dissertation applies biomaterials design principles for the generation of a 

biomimietic electrospun hydrogel scaffold. This material was evaluated based on its physical, 

mechanical, and chemical properties, and on its ability to serve as a scaffold for tissue growth. In 

Chapter 1, the motivations, goals, hypothesis, and specific aims of the dissertation are outlines. 

Chapter 2 reviews the current state of biomimetic materials design for tissue engineering. It 

covers the rationale behind and the goals of biomimetic material design, as well as the properties 

of the extracellular matrix that guide design. The role of nonchemical signals in tissue 

engineering in particular is addressed. The chapter concludes with a broad overview of the 

materials and processing methods currently used in tissue engineering, and some of their 

applications. Chapter 3 focuses primarily on one of those processing methods, electrospinning. 

An overview of the process and of the underlying physics, as well as the various processing 

parameters involved and their effects on the resultant material, is provided. Lastly, the chapter 

reviews the use of electrospinning in tissue engineering, the various natural and synthetic 

polymers that have been successfully electrospun, and their tissue engineering applications. 

Chapter 4 describes the synthesis of a multivalent peptide-polymer conjugate, as well as a 

methodology for its characterization using in-line size exclusion chromatography, UV light 

absorbance, multi-angle static light scattering, and differential refractometry. This method allows 

for the measurement of the molecular weight, valency, and polydispersity of the sample, amongst 
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other properties, in an absolute way, without need of a standard and using a minimal amount of 

material. In Chapter 5, this multivalent conjugate is electrospun along with a carrier polymer and 

crosslinked into a nanofibrous hydrogel. A phase diagram of this process is created to ensure 

proper material morphology. The effect of the concentration of poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate 

on the distribution of the diameters of the nanofibers is described. Finally, the ability of various 

electrospinning targets to generate aligned nanofibers is assessed. In Chapter 6, the nanofibrous 

materials generated in Chapter 5 are physically and chemically characterized to assess their 

ability to mimic the extracellular matrix. The effect of photoinitiator, poly(ethylene glycol) 

diacrylate concentration, and fiber alignment on material modulus is measured. The availability 

of the embedded peptides on the surface of the material is characterized by the action of trypsin 

to cleave a fluorescently marked peptide. The dissertation concludes with Chapter 7, which 

evaluates the capability of the material to serve as scaffold for tissue engineering. The ability of 

the material to align adhered cells in the direction of fiber alignment is assessed, as is the 

capability of cardiomyocytes to generate force and contract on the material.  
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Chapter 2 

Introduction to scaffold design in tissue engineering 

2.1. Introduction to tissue engineering 

 In recent years, the need for repair or replacement of damaged organs and tissues has 

vastly outpaced the availability of organs from donor sources
1
. Biomaterials, and in particular 

tissue engineering, have become an important tool in addressing this clinical need. Tissue 

engineering is a relatively young field combining the expertise of molecular biology, 

bioengineering, and materials science to address the problem of tissue damage and organ failure 

through the development of an implantable scaffold. This scaffold, when combined with soluble 

signaling factors, will allow for cells to develop structurally and functionally as if they were in 

their native tissue
2
. Cells may either be developed on the scaffold ex vivo on the scaffold pre-

implantation, or recruited in situ post-implantation. The scaffold must provide both the proper 

chemical and mechanical environment until the tissue is mature and stable
3
, at which point it will 

ideally degrade, leaving only new biological material
4
. 

 The extracellular matrix (ECM) has a complex chemistry and structure that is lacking in 

most biomaterials. Even the most complexly engineered synthetic biomaterials will fail to 

capture the full spectrum of signals provided to cells by the ECM. Initially, biomaterials used in 

tissue repair served mainly as space filling or structural materials intended to aid in wound 

healing. Ideal biomaterials were believed to be biologically inert, non-cell binding and non-

inflammatory. However, recent advances have begun refining biomaterials to be cell-instructive 

and interact with the body in positive ways, rather than trying to minimize impact. One method 

to accomplish this is designing materials that more closely mimic the important aspects of the 

cell-ECM interaction for a given application and cell type
5
. In this way, biomaterials can serve 

not only a passive structural and macromechanical purpose in tissue repair, but also an active 

chemical and biological role. 

 This chapter provides an overview of the current state of scaffold material design for 

tissue engineering with a focus on materials engineered to mimic the ECM. The principles and 

goals of biomimetic scaffold design are presented, as are the guiding properties of the ECM 

itself, namely its composition, structure, and mechanics. The role of mechanics and structure in 

tissue engineering are explored. Finally, an overview of commonly used materials and 

processing methods for tissue scaffold generation is provided. 

2.2. Biomimicry and the extracellular matrix 

2.2.1. The need for biomimetic materials 

 The extracellular matrix is an incredibly complex material consisting of myriad structural 

proteins, polysaccharides, proteoglycans, and soluble and tethered growth factors. This material 

provides physical and chemical cues to cells in a spatially and temporally controlled way while 

simultaneously acting as a structural support for tissue growth. Each component of the ECM has 

specific adhesion and signaling interactions that varies with cell type. A diagram of some of 

these interactions is shown in Figure 2.1. Communication between the cells and ECM is 

multidirectional, with cells degrading and depositing ECM, as well as migrating through it.  
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 Modern materials used as tissue scaffolds attempt to harness the natural processes of 

tissue growth and wound healing to occur in a synthetic, controlled environment. As the natural 

ECM has specifically evolved to serve in this function, it is used as a guide and reference for 

biomaterial design. Thus, engineers in the tissue engineering field try to recapitulate as many of 

these cell-ECM interactions as possible using biomimetic materials. The goal of biomimetic 

design is to create a material that can mimic the native ECM in all structural, chemical, and 

mechanical aspects pertaining to a specific subset of tissue and cell types.  

 The structural and mechanical properties of biomimetic materials are largely dictated by 

polymer choice and processing methods, with specific chemical interactions engineered in 

depending on the design specifications. These chemical interactions consist mainly of specific 

macromolecular recognition and binding motifs included to induce specific behavior in cells. 

The main method in which this has been achieved is the inclusion of either proteins or protein 

fragments in the material. These signals can be tethered to the material to increase cell/material 

interaction, or released to allow for cellular internalization.  

 In addition, specific enzymatic degradation has recently been included in biomaterial 

design to allow for the cells to influence their environment as they would in the natural ECM. In 

this way, cells are capable of migrating through the material and depositing their own ECM 

proteins. In time, this will ideally result in the complete replacement of the synthetic material 

with natural ECM and the generation of a functional tissue construct. 

 In order to make biomimetic material use practical, the complex environment of the ECM 

has been broken down into component building blocks that can be included in functional 

material design. These include specific binding peptides, included growth factors, and 

enzymatically degradable crosslinking agents. In this way, biomimetic materials can be 

synthesized that contain only the necessary signals for a given application or cell type, cutting 

down both complexity of synthesis and material cost. In addition, this bottom-up approach 

allows for the underlying mechanisms of cell/material interaction to be elucidated, increasing the 

library of future building blocks available
6
. 

2.2.2. Composition of the extracellular matrix 

 The composition of the extracellular matrix varies from tissue to tissue, as well as within 

different parts of the same tissue. The ECM’s components can be broken down into three main 

categories: structural proteins, glycoproteins, and polysaccharides and proteoglycans. A list of 

the most prevalent and important components of the ECM is presenting in Table 2.1. The 

structural proteins dominate the mechanical properties of the ECM. The most prominent 

component of the ECM, making up almost one third of the total protein mass in the body, is 

collagen
7
. Collagens are a family of fibrillar proteins that bind a number of cell surface receptors, 

including many integrins. The abundance of collagen in the body makes it an attractive protein 

for biomimetic materials engineering
8
. Collagen itself has been used extensively in bone tissue 

engineering
9
, as have peptides that are capable of mimicking its structure

8
 and cell-binding 

properties. The other major structural protein of the ECM is elastin, which as its name would 

suggest provides tissue elasticity. Elastin is found predominantly in tissues that regularly 

undergo strain, such as the skin and arteries. 
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 Glycoproteins are the component of the ECM that most strongly interacts with cells 

chemically. They are proteins that have been decorated with short oligosaccharides and contain 

multiple domains that can bind both to cell surface receptors and to other components of the 

ECM, such as structural proteins. Glycoproteins serve myriad functions, such as controlling 

ECM organization and moderating cell/ECM interaction. Three of the most common 

glycoproteins utilized in biomimetic tissue engineering are fibronectin, vitronectin, and laminin. 

Fibronectin is a high molecular weight integrin-binding protein that will also bind to collagen, 

fibrin, and other ECM molecules. Vitronectin will also bind integrins and promotes cell adhesion 

and spreading. The laminin family of proteins is highly diverse and will bind integrins and other 

cell surface receptors as well as collagen and heparin and have effects on cell differentiation, 

survival, and morphology. 

 Polysaccharides and glycosaminoglycans (GAGs) such as hyaluronic acid and heparin 

are another important component of the ECM. They consist of repeating disaccharide units and 

strongly bind water. Whereas structural proteins like collagen and elastin provide tensile strength 

to tissues, GAGs provide compressive strength by resisting the expulsion of water. Some GAGs, 

such as heparin, will bind growth factors. In the body, this slows their degradation and increases 

their local concentrations in tissue. In addition, the binding of multiple growth factors to a single 

GAG creates multivalent interaction with cells. This multivalent interaction has been exploited in 

biomaterials design to both localize delivered peptides and growth factors and to increase their 

potency
10

. Swollen hyaluronic acid and GAG hydrogels serve as a space filling matrix in tissues 

like the eye and synovial fluid. Hyaluronic acid is responsible for the low coefficient of friction 

and compressive strength of cartilage. 

2.2.3. Structure of the extracellular matrix 

 The nanostructure of the ECM in soft tissues is largely defined by structural proteins. 

Collagen self-organizes into a rod like structure with a diameter of about 1.5 nm that can be up to 

300 nm long
11

. These molecules arrange side by side and offset length-wise to form larger fibrils, 

which can have diameters of hundreds of nanometers and lengths up to the millimeter range. In 

structural tissues such as ligament or tendon, these fibrils arrange themselves into collagen fibers 

with a diameter of roughly 10 micrometers. Space-filling molecules such as hyaluronic acid take 

the form of a loosely associated hydrogel. Some proteins, such as aggrecan, are large 

bottlebrush-like molecules that add to the compressive strength of tissues. Together with 

structural proteins, this makes the ECM effectively a reinforced hydrogel (Figure 2.2). 

 In many tissues, these fibers form an aligned matrix with which cells will align. The 

myocardial ECM, for example, consists of aligned collagen fibrils. Collagen type I and III form 

thick struts that connect myocytes within muscle fibers, as well as different muscle fibers. A 

looser network of collagen IV runs perpendicular to these collagen fibers. This collagen network 

serves the dual function of aligning myocytes into myofibrils and connecting different myofibrils 

mechanically
12

. The ECM is broken down into three levels; the epimysium, perimysium, and 

endomysium. The epimysium consists of collagen fibers that surround the epicardium and 

endocardium. As the heart muscle stretches, the collagen fibers of the epimysium align until fully 

parallel, at which point they resist further stretching, serving as a limit on muscle stretch
13

. The 

perimysium consists of coiled collagen fibers that surround myocytes. These fibers serve to align 

myocytes, as well as to transmit contractile forces throughout the myocardium. Endomysial 
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collagen serves mainly as cell to cell connections and transmits force between cells within a 

myofibril. 

 The structure of the ECM varies from tissue to tissue, as well as spatially within a tissue. 

For example, in articular cartilage, the deep zone, which interfaces with the underlying bone, 

consists of collagen fibrils arranged perpendicular to the surface of the bone and a high 

concentration of proteoglycans. In this zone, the resident chrondrocytes are arranged in a 

columnar orientation parallel to the collagen
14

. Further from the bone is the transitional zone, in 

which the collagen fibrils are thinner and more disorganized. Chrondrocytes here are more 

spherical, with no preferred orientation. At the articular surface, collagen fibrils are arranged 

parallel to the surface and perpendicular to the deep zone collagen. Consequentially, the 

chondrocytes in this region exhibit a flattened, spread morphology.  

2.3. Scaffold design principles 

 The overarching goal of scaffold design for tissue engineering can be stated thusly: to 

fabricate a material that, when combined with cells either ex vivo or in vivo, will produce a 

functional tissue construct for repair or replacement of damaged tissues. The exact criteria for 

succeeding at this goal will vary between target tissues. Broadly speaking, the best way to 

accomplish this goal is to engineer a scaffold that will mimic the native environment of healthy 

tissue as closely as possible. Practically, a small number of factors can be isolated and accounted 

for, simplifying the engineering problem of recreating the incredibly complex chemical and 

physical environment of the ECM. 

 A number of parameters in scaffold design, material choice, and processing are available 

to create functional tissue scaffolds (Table 2.2). The first is the architecture of the material. On 

the macroscopic scale, this involves the shape of the tissue scaffold to arrange the new tissue into 

a properly formed organ. On the microscopic scale, material porosity, patterning, architecture, 

and anisotropy will affect the scaffold’s performance (Figure 2.3). The mechanical modulus of 

the material can be tailored using the crosslinking density of hydrogel materials. The chemical 

environment of the scaffold can be controlled by the inclusion of immobilized binding signals or 

released growth factors. And finally, the temporal properties of the material can be controlled by 

changing its rate of degradation, either specific or hydrolytic.  

 Materials used as a scaffold must serve as a functional synthetic extracellular matrix. 

They must allow for cellular attachment, proliferation, and in the case of pluripotent or 

multipotent cell types, differentiation
15

. They must organize cells into the proper three 

dimensional architecture
16

. The mechanical properties of the scaffold material must resemble that 

of the ECM in the appropriate tissue. Scaffolds designed for specific tissue types may have 

additional requirements, such as directionality for heart tissue
17

 or strength for bone tissue
18

. 

When cells are encapsulated within the material itself, additional requirements of nutrient and 

waste diffusion, gelation kinetics and toxicity, and cell-mediated degradability must be 

addressed
19

. Scaffolds that are designed to be implanted, rather than be used in vitro, must be 

non-immunogenic, degradable, and allow for rapid vascularization
20,21

. These requirements are 

summarized in Table 2.3. 
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2.4. The role of mechanics and microstructure in tissue engineering 

2.4.1. Stiffness 

 There exists an enormous variety in modulus of tissues
22

. The modulus of the ECM can 

vary from the order of 0.1 kPa in tissue such as the brain, to 30 kPa in demineralized bone. In the 

extreme case, mineralized ECM in bone can have a modulus of over 20 GPa
23

. In addition, 

natural ECM is viscoelastic
24

, and cells will experience the frequency-dependent mechanical 

behavior of the substrate
25

. The stiffness of the substrate has recently been shown to have a 

profound effect on the behavior of cells in both two dimensional and three dimensional culture
26

. 

The mechanism of the effect of substrate stiffness on cell activity is mediated by cell surface 

receptors such as integrins
27

. On stiffer substrates, cells are capable of generating a greater 

amount of tensile force
28

. Varying the tension on the cell, either through use of a stiffer substrate 

or an actively stretching substrate, will cause reorganization of the cytoskeleton and changes in 

cell contractility
29,30

, as well as directly influencing protein expression
31,32

. 

 Perhaps the most profound and well known example of substrate stiffness effecting 

cellular behavior was shown by the Discher lab
33

. They demonstrated that the differentiation of 

mesenchymal stem cells (MSCs) can be biased toward a certain lineage by the substrate stiffness 

independently of any soluble factors in the media. Namely, MSCs tended to differentiate into a 

cell type whose native ECM most closely resembled that of the scaffold on which they were 

cultured, with soft scaffolds enhancing neurogenic differentiation, stiff scaffolds enhancing 

osteogenic differentiation, and intermediate stiffnesses favoring myogenic differentiation. This 

work implies that when designing materials for use as a tissue scaffold, especially when 

undifferentiated cells are being used, care must be taken to match the mechanical properties of 

the material with that of the tissue-specific ECM. 

 This has been demonstrated in heart tissue engineering with terminally differentiated 

cells as well. Culture of rat cardiomyocytes on substrates with stiffness matching that of the 

myocardial ECM resulted in optimal performance in terms of cell morphology and function. 

Softer substrates resulted in reduced cell contractility and lowered cell elongation and number, 

while stiffer substrates had increased fibroblast density and poor excitability
34

. Indeed, the stiffer 

substrate of the myocardial scar tissue after myocardial infarction has been implicated in 

reducing the contractile ability of surviving cardiomyocytes
35

, which could cause further 

expansion of the noncontractile area. 

 There are few synthetic biomaterials that can provide the structural integrity necessary for 

repairing soft connective tissues like muscle while matching their mechanical properties
36

. This 

mismatch in stiffness between the tissue and the material can lead to
37

 graft failure. One class of 

materials that provides the necessary range of moduli are hydrogels, which can be mechanically 

tailored by varying their properties, such as crosslinking density
38

.  

2.4.2. Roughness and surface topography 

 Scaffold nanostructure is of utmost importance, as it can greatly increase the surface area 

over which the cells will interact with the material
39

. The micro- and nanostructure of a material 

will affect cell adhesion, cytoskeletal arrangement, force transduction, protein expression, and 

differentiation
6,40

.
 
Alteration of surface geometry, such as the diameter of nanotubes on the 
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substrate, independent of surface chemistry, can induce changes in cell shape and spreading, 

which in turn will affect the differentiation of stem cells
41

. Even subtle differences, such as the 

difference between sharply edged features and rounded features on the substrate, can change cell 

morphology and protein expression
42

. For a patterned substrate, many properties such as feature 

size, height, and pitch
43

 will all change cellular response. Surprisingly, cells will also respond 

differently to patterns that are completely ordered and symmetric, versus imperfectly ordered 

substrates
44,45

. Different cell types will adhere to and interact with substrate surface 

morphologies in different ways
46

. 

 One commonly used method to exploit the cellular sensitivity to surface morphology is 

the patterning of grooves or pits on the substrate. These patterns can be created using common 

photolithographic microfabrication methods used in the semiconductor industry
47

, or through 

means such as nanoimprint lithography
48

, laser ablation
49

 or electron beam lithography
50

. 

Patterns of pits and pillars can make a surface resistant to cell binding, with potential 

applications in materials for which cell attachment is undesirable, such as the surface of a stent
51

. 

Controlling cellular adhesion through surface patterning can be applied to individual cells. In this 

way, cell shape can be regulated using patterned surfaces
52

. Altering cell shape has direct effects 

on behavior such as stem cell differentiation
53,54

.  

 Anisotropic surface patterns, such as long gratings or aligned fibers, can be used to 

induce alignment of cells
48

. In the presence of long grooves, cells will alter their morphology, 

becoming elongated along the direction of the grooves. The degree of alignment depends on both 

the depth and width of the grooves
51

. This is caused by the restructuring of the cell cytoskeleton. 

Actin filaments predominantly run from the cell edge to the nucleus. An anisotropic substrate 

with limited available binding locations will tend to cause the actin filaments to run along the 

grooves. This is true for grooved substrates with depth of as little as 30 nm
55

.   

2.4.3. Porosity 

 The capacity for a material to assist in the regeneration of functional tissue has been 

shown to be dependent on the porosity of the scaffold material
56

. Adding pores to the 

microstructure of a material will mechanically weaken the material, but provide a large number 

of potential benefits. A material with a large degree of pore volume will allow for the delivery of 

a significantly higher number of cells than materials for which cells are restrained to the outer 

surface. Porosity assists in simulating the ECM architecture and allows for cells to infiltrate the 

material. An interconnected pore structure is also necessary for the diffusion of nutrients to cells 

growing within the interior of the material and provides an available avenue for vascularization 

to occur. In addition, smaller pores can be used as reservoirs for the controlled release of growth 

factor or other signaling molecules. 

 The size of the pores will determine what function they are capable of serving, and how 

various cell types will interact with the porous structure
57

. For example, small pores with a 

diameter of 5 microns will assist in neovascularization, while larger pores will promote the 

ingrowth of fibroblasts or other cell types
16

. Pores in the 20-125 micron range will promote skin 

regeneration, while larger pores in the 100-350 micron range will promote bone regeneration. 

Factors other than size, such as shape and tortuosity can affect tissue ingrowth into porous 

materials. 
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 One factor that must be considered in conjunction with material porosity is material 

degradability. For non-degradable materials, infiltration of cells into the material interior is 

entirely dependent on the initial porosity. Without porosity, cells will be constrained to the 

surface of the material. Over time, deposition of proteins and growth of cells will shrink and 

possibly occlude the pore structure. Materials with surface degradability will experience the 

opposite progression. Over time, the internal pore structure will expand as the material degrades 

away, increasing both pore size and interconnectivity.  

2.5. Materials in tissue engineering 

 Biodegradable polymers have become the standard in tissue engineering because of their 

low incidence of chronic inflammation
58

. These can be broken down into two main categories: 

synthetic polymer-based materials and natural polymer-based materials. Synthetic polymers 

allow for a large diversity of chemical and physical properties due to the number of possible 

monomers and the capability to combine them into copolymers. These materials are easily 

synthesized in large quantities and possess controllable and consistent properties, but lack innate 

biological signals. Commonly used synthetic polymers in tissue engineering include 

poly(ethylene glycol)
59,60

, polyesters such as poly(lactic acid) and poly(glycolic acid)
61,62

, and 

polyurethanes
63,64 

A more comprehensive list is presented in Table 2.4. Here, we will focus on 

polyesters and synthetic hydrogels. Natural polymers used in tissue engineering include 

hydrogels made of polysaccharides such as hyaluronic acid
65,66

 or chondroitin sulfate
67,68

, or 

proteins such as collagen
69,70,71

, fibrin
72,73,74

, and elastin
75,76

 Table 2.5). These natural polymers 

offer the advantage of inherent biological properties such as cell adhesion and signaling and cell-

mediated degradability, and unlike synthetic materials which require extra modification
77

. In 

addition, natural materials readily mimic the mechanical properties of the natural ECM, whereas 

the majority of synthetic polymeric materials have a much higher modulus.  

2.5.1. Polyesters 

 Polyesters are a group of synthetic polymers containing an ester functional group in their 

main chain. Polylactic acid (pLA) and its copolymer with polyglycolic acid, pLGA, are some of 

the most common synthetic polymers used in tissue engineering, having been used in 

applications for skin, cartilage, bone, ligament, tendon, nerve, bladder and liver regeneration
20

. 

They are strong and hydrolytically degradable
78

, and their degradation products can be excreted 

through the natural metabolic pathway
79

. This makes them ideal for use in applications in which 

mechanical stability is key, such as repair of bone defects
80

. However, they are highly 

hydrophobic and release high quantities of acid when degrading, which may have adverse 

reactions with nearby tissue
81

. Their hydrophobicity and harsh processing conditions makes them 

less viable for applications involving cell encapsulation
1
. In addition, the high stiffness of 

polyesters inhibits their use in repair of soft tissues. 

 The hydrophobic properties of polyesters allow for the rapid adsorption and spreading of 

proteins, either from the media or secreted by cells. While this creates an uncontrolled surface 

chemistry for the material, it does provide an easy avenue for cell attachment. To create a 

controlled surface chemistry, functional groups have been added to pLGA pre-polymerization 

with functionalized monomers, or post-polymerization using plasma treatment
82,83

, surface 

hydrolysis
84

, chemical grafting
85

, or physical adsorption
86,87

. These modifications help change 
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polyester tissue scaffolds from passive materials to bioactive, instructional, and defined 

substrates. 

2.5.2. Hydrogels 

 A hydrogel material is made up of a hydrophilic polymer that has been crosslinked and 

swollen with many times its own weight of water. They are of great interest to the tissue 

engineering community due to their hydrophilicity and biocompatibility
88

. Hydrogel networks 

can be formed by chemically crosslinking monomers or oligomers that have multiple functional 

groups such as acrylates or methacrylates
89

. They can also be made via physical
90

, 

hydrophobic
91

, or ionic
92,93

 crosslinking. The crosslinking kinetics can be tailored to make the 

material injectable, crosslinking in situ to allow for minimally invasive implantation of tissue 

scaffolds with or without cells
59,94,95,96

. The mechanical performance of hydrogel materials will 

depend on intrinsic material properties such as polymer identity, concentration, mesh size, 

temperature, and pH, and may change over time due to degradation
97

. As a polymer network 

swollen with water, hydrogels have excellent mass transport properties, allowing for exchange of 

oxygen and nutrients for cells embedded within the gel. 

 Synthetic hydrogel materials can be functionalized with small peptides to modulate or 

enhance their functionality. Due to their hydrophilic nature, cell-excreted ECM proteins do not 

readily adhere to hydrogel scaffolds, rendering them non-cell adhesive and decreasing cell 

viability
98

. Modification of the hydrogel with a cell adhesive peptide
99

 or protein
100

 can aid in the 

adhesion of cells to the material. Methods of modification include covalent attachment, 

incorporation into the hydrogel, entrapment of protein or macromolecular conjugates, and 

specific binding (Figure 2.4). Hydrogel functionalization can also change cellular behavior on 

the material, such as altering migration
101

 or promoting differentiation of stem cells into 

particular lineages
102,103

. By using an interpenetrating or semi-interpenetrating polymer network, 

the presentation of these peptides can be controlled independently of hydrogel mechanics
104,105

. 

Inclusion of a natural polymer in a synthetic polymer hydrogel can also impart functionality to 

an otherwise inert material.  

 Natural hydrogels can be created using polysaccharides such as alginate
106

, chitosan
107

, or 

hyaluronic acid, as well as from proteins such as collagen
108

, and combinations thereof
109

. These 

materials have the benefit of already containing cell-binding and cell-instructive residues, 

reducing the need to engineer in specific functionality. In addition, as components of the ECM, 

they will naturally tend toward more ECM-like morphologies and nanostructures. These natural 

hydrogels also benefit from reduced cytotoxicity and minimal inflammation and foreign body 

reaction after implantation. As a drawback, many of these materials are difficult to control, with 

variations between batches and sources in purity and molecular weight. 

2.5.3. Decellularized extracellular matrix 

 The material most capable of mimicking the ECM is, as would be expected, the ECM 

itself. To produce a tissue scaffold from the ECM, excised tissue undergoes a decellularization 

process by which all cellular material is removed. This can be achieved by chemical means using 

acids and bases
110

, surfactants and detergents
111

, by solvents such as alcohols or acetone
112

, 

biologically using enzymes
113

, or physically
114

. The resulting material can either be solubilized 

and processed to create a scaffold, or used in its native architecture. Using the latter method, 
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decellularized ECM can be used as a material that perfectly mimics the chemical and structural 

environment of healthy tissue. As such, it is capable of supporting cell migration, differentiation, 

arrangement, and function. The ECM can be harvested from allogeneic or xenogeneic sources, 

and from a variety of tissues, including skin, bladder, intestine, and the heart
115

. Decellularized 

ECM has been used in the repair of tendon, breast, liver, respiratory tract, nerve, and adipose 

tissues. 

 There are, however, two major drawbacks to using decellularized ECM as a tissue 

scaffold. First, as biological material from an external source, decellularized ECM will trigger an 

immune reaction when implanted. Fortunately, if the decellularization is complete, the immune 

response can be minimized due to the highly conserved nature of ECM proteins. If the 

decellularization process is incomplete, or if fragmented DNA is left over entrapped in the ECM, 

it could cause a severe response and ultimately tissue rejection. Complete and thorough removal 

of the cellular material often causes disruption of the architecture of the ECM, as well as 

crosslinking of the ECM components
116

. Secondly, decellularized ECM materials must be 

sterilized prior to implantation, which could further damage the material structure and change its 

mechanical properties. 

2.5.4. Small molecules in tissue engineering 

 Materials can be designed to release small molecules such as growth factors in a 

controlled way through either enzymatic or hydrolytic degradation
117,118

. This can be used to 

either deliver these molecules to the host post-implantation
119

 or to provide a steady supply of a 

soluble factor to cells growing within the material
120,121

. Growth factors can be physically 

encapsulated within the implant material
122

, associated with binding sites within the material
123

, 

or covalently conjugated to the material itself
124,125

.  

2.6. Processing methods for tissue scaffold generation 

 With the wide variety of available materials and the large number of structural factors 

important in tissue scaffold design, there is a suitable large variety of processing methods for 

creating these materials. For two dimensional surfaces, such as would be presented from a glass, 

ceramic, metal, or non-hydrogel material, the most common processing method is 

photolithography, as is used in the semiconductor industry. Microcontact printing and two-

dimensional self-assembly are other methods of creating patterned surfaces. Processing bulk 

hydrogels can impart desired structure for three dimensional tissue scaffolds. Without these 

processes, bulk hydrogels consist of a mesh-like network of interconnecting polymer chains. The 

density of the network is determined by the length of the connecting multifunctional monomers, 

as well as the presence of bifunctional monomers, which can serve to lengthen the distance 

between crosslinks. Tight polymer networks with only a short distance between crosslinks will 

give rise to a stiffer gel with more restrictive diffusive properties. The most common three 

dimensional processing methods for tissue scaffold materials are self assembly of polymers or 

proteins, salt leaching and solvent casting, 3D printing, and electrospinning. A list of these 

processing methods is presented in Table 2.6. 
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2.6.1. Photolithography 

 Borrowed from the semiconductor industry, photolithography is the best way to impart 

control of the morphology of metal, metal oxide, or polymer surfaces (Figure 2.5). First, the 

material surface is cleaned, and a layer of photoactive resist is deposited through spin coating. 

This photoresist is then exposed to light through a mask representing the pattern desired on the 

material surface. For positive photoresist, the areas exposed to light become soluble in a 

“developer” solvent, and the resulting structure directly follows the exposure mask. Negative 

photoresist becomes crosslinked and insoluble in the developer, inverting the mask pattern. In 

either case, post-exposure, the surface is exposed to a developer solvent, removing the 

photoresist over a patterned area. The entire surface is then etched, either using a wet, solvent-

based or dry, plasma-based etching procedure. The exposed surface becomes etched, while 

portions of the surface still covered in the photoresist is left untouched, or the photoresist itself 

becomes etched, depending on the etching method. After this process, the photoresist is 

removed, leaving a structured surface that either directly or inversely mimics the photomask 

used. Photolithography can be used to create features in the sub-micron scale.  

 Photolithographic techniques have been applied to many different materials and 

applications. It has been applied to materials such as titanium oxide
42

, silicon
43

, poly(dimethyl 

siloxane)
126

, and hydrogels
127

. Use of photolithography allows for the creation of organized, 

defined surface morphology. Morphologies created have varied from aligned grooves
128

, pits
45

, 

and columns
129

.  

2.6.2. Microcontact printing 

 Evolving out of the photolithographic technique, microcontact printing and soft 

lithography creates a controlled, patterned chemical surface with minimal changes to the 

structure of the biomaterial surface (Figure 2.6). Patterned surfaces in a soft material such as 

poly(dimethyl siloxane) are created using traditional photolithographic methods. This surface is 

then coated in a desired substance, such as protein or other surface-coating molecule, or cells 

themselves. This coated, patterned surface can be used as a stamp to apply the substance to a 

scaffold surface in a way that maintains the pattern. These PDMS masters can be used many 

times, reducing the cost of manufacturing patterned surfaces compared to direct 

photolithography. 

 This technique can be used to control cell attachment. Features on the scale of 20-100 

microns can be used to control the arrangement of cells and regulate cell-cell contact and 

alignment, while sub-micron features can be used to control the binding of individual cells to the 

surface and the structure of their focal adhesions.  

2.6.3. Self-assembly 

 The process of self-assembly of biomaterials can be broken down into two major 

categories; two dimensional and three dimensional self-assembly. In two dimensional self-

assembly, the material surface is exposed to a molecule that will self-assemble along the surface, 

presenting a functionalized two dimensional surface. The most common two dimensional self-

assembled surfaces are created via thiol-terminated molecules assembling on a gold substrate, or 

silane terminated molecules on a glass or silicon substrate (Figure 2.7). These molecules 
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normally take the form of a silane or thiol on one end, a long hydrocarbon chain, and a functional 

group on the other end to functionalize the surface. The functionalization of the surface can vary 

from hydroxyl, methyl, carboxyl, or amine groups, as well as oligomers
130

. These groups can 

change properties such as surface hydrophobicity, which has effects on protein adsorption, and 

thus cell binding
131

. Spatial control over surface modification using thiol terminated molecules 

can be controlled by the selective deposition of gold on the material surface. 

 In three dimensions, self-assembly can be used to generate complex material architecture 

simply by mixing the components. This is most commonly accomplished by using amphiphilic 

molecules, with spatially separated hydrophilic and hydrophobic components. These can be 

either block copolymers or peptide amphiphiles. These molecules will spontaneously form 

superstructures through the association of their hydrophobic regions to shield them from the 

aqueous environment. Depending on the specific molecular architecture, namely the relative 

lengths of the hydrophilic and hydrophobic regions, these molecules may self-assemble into 

micelles, vesicles, sheets, fibers, or tubes
132

 (Figure 2.8). Self-assembly of peptide amphiphiles 

into nanofibers can be used to create self-supporting 3D matrices at low material 

concentrations
133

. These fibers present a greatly increased surface density of peptide compared to 

other nanofiber generation methods, due to the maximized “pinning density” of peptides on the 

surface
134

. The major downside to using self-assembly in material processing is the severely 

limited number of materials that will undergo this process, and the relatively strict design 

parameters under which self-assembly is viable.  

2.6.4. Salt leaching 

 Salt leaching is one of the earliest and simplest methods by which to introduce porosity 

and nanostructure to biomaterials. In this process, polymer and salt crystals are combined in a 

mold. Once the polymer has set or been crosslinked, the entrapped salt is dissolved away in a 

solvent such as water or alcohol. The void space where the salt crystals resided is retained, 

resulting in the generation of a porous scaffold. The degree of porosity and pore diameter can be 

controlled by changing the relative quantity and size of the salt crystals. A large variety of 

materials are compatible with salt leaching, including hydrogels
135

, proteins
136

, 

polysaccharides
137

, and hydrophobic polymers
138

, and these materials have been applied in 

regeneration of bone, skin, cartilage, and other tissues. Materials formed using salt-leaching, 

however, are limited in their thickness, as the embedded salt particles must be reached and 

dissolved by the solvent. In addition, specific measures must be taken to ensure pore 

interconnectivity. One such strategy is fusing the salt particles before the addition of the 

polymer. As the porous polymer network forms the negative of the salt inclusions, formation of a 

connected network within the salt particles results in a connected network of pores in the 

polymer. This improves the vascularization of the material, which can be inhibited if some of the 

pores are inaccessible
139

. 

2.6.5. 3D printing 

 For whole organ tissue engineering where macroscopic organization is critical, 3D 

printing presents a cheap, simple, and quick by which scaffolds may be fabricated. The process is 

elegant in its simplicity. A three dimensional CAD design is fed to a printer with a nozzle 

capable of movement in three dimensions. The printer recreates the computed design by layer-

by-layer deposition of polymer or other scaffold material. In this way, ceramics, hydrogels, 
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hydrophobic polymers, proteins, and even cells themselves can be printed into whatever form is 

desired. In fact, the printing process can simultaneously deposit the scaffolding material with one 

nozzle and cells or cell clusters with another nozzle, pre-seeding the construct with a spatially 

defined distribution of cells
140

. While it is an incredibly simple and straightforward process, it 

does lack power. On the macroscale, materials can be printed into whatever tissue architecture is 

desired. However, 3D printed materials lack control over the micro and nanostructure, with a 

spatial resolution on the order of 50 microns
141

.  

2.6.6. Aligned nanofiber generation 

 Several methods exist for producing aligned polymer nanofibers for tissue scaffolds. 

Among them are fiber drawing, extrusion, and templating
142

. Fiber drawing consists of 

mechanically stretching polymer droplets to create high aspect ratio fibers. This method can 

create fibers with diameters as low as 50 nanometers
143

 and hundreds of millimeters long
144

. 

These fibers can be manually aligned after synthesis, or aligned during the drawing process by 

means such as a rapidly rotating system. For polymer fiber extrusion, rather than having polymer 

stretched into fiber form, the polymer is compressed and forced through a die. The fiber cross-

section can be designed by altering the die structure. Fiber extrusion has been used to create 

fibers with diameters in the range of 100-200 nanometers and several microns in length
145

. These 

fibers can be aligned during the extrusion process again through the use of a rotating system that 

uses centrifugal force to push the polymer through the die. In the templating process, polymer is 

injected into a template made of alumina with an aligned nanopore network. The alumina mold is 

then destroyed to release the polymer nanofibers. Aligned fibers with diameters ranging from 25 

to 400 nanometers and up to several hundred microns in length have been fabricated using this 

method
146

. 

 One of the most widely used processes for nanofiber generation is electrospinning. In this 

process, a polymer solution is charged at high voltage as it is fed to a needle tip. Electrostatic 

forces cause the formation of a cone-like morphology at the needle tip and the ejection of a thin 

jet from the cone’s tip. This jet is attracted to a target that is either grounded or charged 

oppositely the polymer solution. Over the course of the polymer’s flight, the solvent evaporates, 

resulting in the deposition of dry polymer fibers. Electrospinning has been used to create fibers 

with a vast range of diameters and morphologies, and is capable of producing both aligned and 

unaligned fiber mats. A wide array of materials, including proteins, hydrophobic polymers, 

polysaccharides, and hydrogels have been electrospun. In addition, it is an easily scalable process 

capable of large scale production of nanofibers. A more in depth discussion of the 

electrospinning process, its underlying physics and guiding parameters, and applications in tissue 

engineering is presented in Chapter 3. 
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2.8. Tables 

 

Structural Proteins Glycoproteins Polysaccharides 

Collagens Fibronectin Hyaluronic Acid 

Elastin Laminin Heparin/Heparin Sulfate 

 Vitronectin Chondroitin/Chondroitin 

Sulfate 

  

Table 2.1. List of major components of the mammalian ECM. 
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Table 2.2. Available parameters in biomimetic 

material design. 

• Structural architecture/microstructure 

• Anisotropy and alignment 

• Porosity 

• Material modulus 

• Embedded or localized signaling molecules 

• Release of soluble signaling molecules 

• Non-specific hydrolytic degradability 

• Specific cell-mediated degradability 
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• Provide structural support for three dimensional tissue growth 

• Provide mechanical support for structural tissues until replaced by biological tissue 

• Allow for cellular attachment and proliferation 

• Allow for diffusion of nutrients to and waste from encapsulated or embedded cells 

• Guide differentiation of stem cells into desired tissue 

• Spatially organize and orient cells into functional tissue construct 

• Give rise to rapid vascularization to provide oxygen and nutrients to whole thickness 

of tissue 

• Degrade at an appropriate rate to allow for replacement with cell-deposited ECM 

Table 2.3. Summary of design requirements for tissue scaffolds 
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• Poly(lactic acid) 

• Poly(glycolic acid) 

• Poly(lactide-co-glycolide) 

• Poly(caprolactone) 

• Polyurethanes 

• Poly(ethylene glycol) 

• Poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate) 

• Poly(vinyl alchohol) 

• Poly(acrylic acid) 

• Poly(acrylamide) 

• Poly(N-isopropylacrylamide) 

Table 2.4. Commonly used synthetic 

polymers in tissue engineering 
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• Hyaluronic Acid 

• Collagen 

• Alginate 

• Chitosan 

• Silk 

Table 2.5. Commonly used 

natural polymers in tissue 

engineering 
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• Photolithography 

• Laster etching 

• Electron beam lithography 

• Self assembly 

• 3D printing 

• Electrospinning 

Table 2.6. Processing methods to 

create scaffold micro- and 

nanostructure 
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2.9. Figures 

  
Figure 2.1. Diagram of the interaction between the cell surface and the ECM. The ECM consists 

of a mix of structural proteins, glycoproteins, proteoglycans, and polysaccharides. Cell surface 

receptors will bind to both ECM proteins and soluble proteins, which may be free in solution or 

bound to the ECM. These binding events cause signaling cascades within the cell, including the 

formation of stress fibers and rearrangement of the cytoskeleton, and provide chemical and 

mechanical communication between the interior and exterior of the cell. 
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Figure 2.2. Material architecture plays an important role in cell-material interaction. 

Common microarchitectures for cell culture include bulk hydrogel materials with cells 

embedded (a), porous materials with encapsulated cells (b), fibrous materials with 

embedded cells (c), or patterned surfaces (d). 
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Figure 2.3. Methods of modifying hydrogel materials to impart specific bioactivity. Signal 

ligands, pictured as red circles, can be covalently attached to the hydrogel in a pendant 

fashion (a), incorporated into the polymer backbone itself (b), physically entrapped within the 

polymer matrix while attached to another macromolecule (c), or non-covalent association 

with specific binding locations that have been incorporated into to the hydrogel, pictured in 

yellow (d). 

a) b) 

c) d) 
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Figure 2.4. Process diagram of the photolithography process. The substrate is covered with 

a layer of photoresist. This photoresist in exposed to light through a mask. A developer is 

used to remove either photoresist that has been exposed to light, or that which has not, 

depending on the photoresist used (negative resist pictured above). The exposed substrate is 

etched, resulting in a patterned surface upon removal of the remaining photoresist. 

UV 
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Figure 2.5. Process diagram of soft lithography technique for patterning surfaces, as seen in 

cross section. A PDMS master is created from a patterned silicon or photoresist on silicon 

surface. This master is covered in an “ink”, such as protein or polymer. The inked master is 

pressed onto the substrate like a stamp, resulting in a patterned surface. 
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Figure 2.6. Functionalization of a substrate surface via two dimensional self-assembly of a) a 

thiol-terminated molecule on a gold surface and b) a silane-terminated molecule on a glass 

surface. The R groups on the terminus of the molecules can be engineered to promote a 

desired surface chemistry. 
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a) b) c) 

d) e) 

Figure 2.7. Self-assembled structures made from amphiphilic macromolecules, such as block 

copolymers. In these diagrams, hydrophilic polymer sections are colored blue, and hydrophobic 

sections are colored yellow. The polymers will self-assemble to isolate hydrophobic regions 

from the surrounding water. The structure formed will depend on parameters such as the length 

of the polymer blocks. Pictured structures are a) micelles, b) vesicles, c) bilayers, d) fibers, and 

e) tubes. 
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Chapter 3 

Electrospun scaffolds for tissue engineering 

3.1. Introduction to electrospinning 

 The process known as electrospinning has become an extensively used process for 

creating fibers with diameters in the nanometer to micron range. Electrospinning is a simple and 

cheap process to implement and is capable of large scale manufacturing of nanofibers. It has 

been implemented in a number of industries, including filtration
1
, catalysis

2
, and biomaterials

3,4,5
. 

One of the most attractive aspects of the process is its versatility. A large number of polymers 

have been electrospun, including biopolymers like collagen
6
, silk

7
, and hyaluronic acid

8
, 

hydrophilic polymers such as poly(ethylene glycol)
9
 and poly(2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate)

10
, 

and hydrophobic polymers like poly(lactide-co-glycolide)
11

 and poly(caprolactone)
12

. A variety 

of morphologies have been created using electrospinning, ranging from uniform circular fibers, 

to fibers with bead-like defects
13

, to flat ribbon-like fibers
14

. The capability of electrospinning to 

produce fibers with a wide variety of diameters, and that can mimic the structure of the 

extracellular matrix, has made it a valuable tool in biomimetic tissue engineering. 

3.2. The electrospinning process 

 The electrospinning process is simple to set up and use on the surface, belying incredibly 

complex and not fully understood underlying physics. A generalized electrospinning apparatus is 

depicted in Figure 3.1. A polymer solution is fed to the tip of a blunt needle, usually with the aid 

of a syringe pump, forming a small droplet. This droplet of solution in charged at high voltage, 

resulting in the accumulation of charge along the surface of the droplet. This charge buildup 

causes electrostatic repulsion which destabilizes the droplet, forming a cone morphology known 

as the Taylor cone
15

. A jet of charged solution emerges from the tip of the cone toward a target 

that has been either grounded or charged opposite the polymer solution. As it travels, the surface 

charge density causes the jet to become unstable and undergoes what is known as the “whipping 

instability”, wherein the jet begins chaotically bending and whipping. The solvent in which the 

polymer has been dissolved evaporates as the solution whips and makes its way to the target, 

resulting in the deposition of solid polymer fibers. A representative SEM image of electrospun 

polymer fibers is shown in Figure 3.2. Other electrospinning configurations are possible, such as 

spinning from the surface of a polymer solution or a wetted wire, but the underlying principle is 

the same in all cases. 

 The physics of the electrospinning process are best described by the leaky dielectric 

model
16

. In a leaky dielectric, as opposed to a perfect conductor or dielectric, charges will build 

up on the surface of the material in response to an imposed electric field. This results in the 

development of tangential electrostatic forces on the material in addition to the tangential forces 

that would be seen in a perfect conductor or dielectric, which, together with the surface tension 

of the solution, deforms the surface into a Taylor cone. The balance between the surface 

properties and the conductivity of the solution are then of utmost importance in determining 

whether a polymer solution can be successfully electrospun. A more in depth description of the 

process, and the governing equations, can be found in other reviews
17

. 
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3.3. Electrospinning process variables 

 Because of the complexity of the electrospinning process, there are a large number of 

variables which will alter the morphology of electrospun materials. These variables can be 

broken down into two categories: properties of the polymer solution, and processing parameters 

of the electrospinning equipment. The complex interconnectivity of these parameters is 

illustrated in Figure 3.3. These controllable parameters affect such properties as the surface 

charge density, solvent evaporation rate, and surface tension, which will ultimately dictate the 

diameter and morphology of the deposited fibers. 

3.3.1. Solution parameters 

 The important controllable variables of the polymer solution itself are the choice of 

polymer, the choice of solvent, polymer molecular weight, polymer concentration, and any 

additives that may be included beyond the polymer. The choice of polymer should always be 

dictated by the desired final product, as the final product will consist primarily of dried polymer. 

The solvent chosen then must be compatible with the polymer. In addition, solvent choice will 

have an impact on properties such as solution conductivity, surface tension, and evaporation rate. 

The molecular weight of the polymer primarily affects the mechanical properties of the polymer 

solution, including the viscosity and relaxation time. The concentration of the polymer, in 

conjunction with the polymer molecular weight, will determine the number of entanglements per 

polymer chain, which has been implicated in the ability of the solution to be electrospun
18

. The 

concentration of polymer also plays an important role in the evaporation of the solvent, as the 

more polymer there is in the solution, the less solvent there is to evaporate before solid fibers are 

formed. Additives can be used in the solution to change its properties without changing the 

polymer component to improve its ability to be electrospun. Common examples include salts to 

increase solution conductivity and surfactants to lower surface tension. 

3.3.2. Processing parameters 

 In addition to the properties of the polymer solution, the parameters of the 

electrospinning process itself have a large impact on the morphology of the final product. These 

parameters include the volumetric flow rate of solution to the needle tip, the diameter of the 

needle tip, the applied voltage, the distance from the needle tip to the collecting target, the 

configuration and rotational velocity of the collecting target, and ambient conditions such as the 

temperature and humidity. The feed rate of solution to the needle tip affects the mass balance in 

the Taylor cone as solution leaves through the jet, and the surface charge density of the droplet. 

If the flow rate is too high, more solution is added to the droplet than is removed through the 

electrospinning process, causing the droplet to grow and the surface charge density to lower until 

the droplet falls from the needle tip. If the flow rate is too low, the droplet is exhausted, resulting 

in unstable electrospinning from the surface of the needle itself, rather than from a droplet. The 

applied voltage, as would be expected, mainly affects the charge density on the polymer solution 

surface. Along with the distance between the needle tip and the collecting target, the voltage also 

affects the strength of the electric field produced. The distance between the tip and target will 

also dictate the amount of time that the solvent has to evaporate. The rate of evaporation depends 

on the polymer and solvent choice and polymer concentration, as well as the ambient conditions 

around the apparatus, such as temperature and humidity. High temperature and low humidity will 
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promote fast evaporation of solvent and solidification of the polymer jet. If the time of flight and 

evaporation kinetics of the polymer solution is not sufficient for complete drying, wet fibers 

could be deposited that will flow and bond with each other. The arrangement and alignment of 

the fibers can be altered by changing the geometry of the collecting target. For example, a 

rapidly rotating target can align the collected fibers, as can a parallel plate configuration where 

fibers are collected between two electrodes. 

3.3.3. Parameter effects on fiber diameter 

 The most focused on quality of electrospun fibers is their diameter. Because of the 

complex interconnectivity of the various processing parameters, a large number of variables have 

a significant effect on the final fiber diameter. The strongest effects on fiber diameter are the 

diameter of the needle tip, the charge density, which is in turn affected by solution conductivity 

and applied voltage, distance from the needle tip to the collector, and the solution viscosity, 

which depends on solvent choice, polymer concentration and polymer molecular weight
19

. 

Weaker effects are seen from solvent vapor pressure, electric potential, humidity, and surface 

tension. Increases in needle diameter, polymer concentration, or surface tension will increase the 

final fiber diameter, while increases in tip to collector distance will decrease fiber diameter. 

3.4. Electrospun materials for tissue engineering 

 A wide variety of polymers have been electrospun for use in tissue engineering 

applications. A summary of these polymers is shown in Table 4.1. They are broken down into 

three major categories based on their predominant component into hydrophobic polymer 

scaffolds, biomolecule scaffolds, and hydrogel scaffolds. The benefits and drawbacks of each 

type of scaffold material are outlined below. 

3.4.1. Hydrophobic polymer scaffolds 

 Scaffolds made by electrospinning hydrophobic polymers, such as polyesters and 

polyurethanes, are the simplest to create, in part due to their diversity and versatility. 

Hydrophobic polymers are easily dissolved in organic solvents, which are ideal for 

electrospinning due to their volatility. Compared to water, most organic solvents will evaporate 

rapidly during the solution’s flight from needle tip to collector. Because hydrophobic polymers 

can be synthesized under controlled conditions, their molecular weight and the distribution of 

that molecular weight can be tuned to ease the electrospinning process. The wide variety of 

available polymers allows for choice of properties such as mechanical modulus, hydrophobicity, 

and degradation rate. The major downside to using synthetic hydrophobic polymers is their lack 

of biological interaction and relevance. They lack any of the bidirectional signaling seen between 

the natural extracellular matrix and cells. Without specific measures taken to introduce biological 

signals, these materials serve as mostly inert support materials. 

 Electrospun hydrophobic polymers have been used for a vast number of tissue 

engineering applications. The most commonly used polymers are the closely related poly(lactic 

acid) and poly(glycolic acid), as well as their copolymers. These polymers have been electrospun 

for engineering of vascular grafts
20

, cartilage
21

, bone
22

, neural tissue
23

, cardiac tissue
3
, skeletal 

muscle
24

, and bladder
25

. 
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3.4.2. Biomolecule scaffolds 

 Electrospun polymers and polysaccharides provide the necessary biological interaction 

between cells and the scaffolds without the need for additional modification. Though more 

limited than the library of synthetic polymers, there is a large number of biomolecules that can 

be electrospun, allowing for specific engineering of the cell-material interaction. Because of their 

innate biological significance, these materials found use in a variety of tissue engineering 

applications, including skeletal muscle
26

, neural tissue
27

, cardiac tissue
28,29

, vascular grafts
30

, 

cartilage
31

, and as a wound dressing
32

. 

 Electrospinning of biopolymers is much more difficult than synthetic polymers. The 

organic solvents used most commonly in electrospinning run the risk of denaturing or otherwise 

damaging proteins, and polysaccharides have limited solubility in organic solvents. Spinning 

from aqueous solution is possible, but more difficult. To ease the electrospinning process, a 

synthetic polymer is often used as a “carrier” molecule, but this addition imposes additional 

constraints on the solvents and parameters that can be used. In addition, with the exception of the 

most common proteins such as collagen, the price of materials may be prohibitive for high 

volume processing.  

3.4.3. Hydrogel scaffolds 

 Hydrogel electrospinning is a recent invention, and so has not yet found widespread use. 

Hydrogels are incredibly difficult to electrospin. They have very limited solubility in organic 

solvents, requiring the use of aqueous solvents. However, the combination of water’s low 

volatility and hydrogel material’s affinity for water slows the drying process for the polymer jet, 

resulting in deposition of wet material rather than dry polymer fibers. Electrospinning of a 

crosslinked hydrogel is impossible due to the necessary polymer shearing in the process, 

necessitating the electrospinning of monomer or protopolymer and crosslinking after fiber 

formation. 

 The advantage of electrospinning hydrogels versus hydrophobic polymers or biopolymers 

is their combination of biomimicry and controllability. Unlike hydrophobic polymers, hydrogels 

have a tunable modulus, and can be made soft enough to mechanically mimic the extracellular 

matrix. They can be easily modified in multiple ways to present biologically relevant signals, 

such as binding peptides or growth factors. And unlike biopolymers, hydrogels provide a 

controlled, defined material platform, making them more scientifically relevant, as well as 

lowering the regulatory barrier. In this way, electrospun hydrogels combine many of the positive 

elements from synthetic polymers with those from biopolymers, and their use in tissue 

engineering will only increase as the process becomes better understood, and more applications 

are explored. 
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3.6. Tables 

 

 

Predominant 

Component 

Polymer Average Fiber 

Diameter (nm) 

Application 

Hydrophobic polymers PCL 2200 Vascular graft
33

 

 PCL 250 Cardiac
12

 

 PLLA 2000 Vascular graft
20

 

 PLLA 222 Cartilage
21

 

 PLLA 361 Bone
22

 

 PLLA 2170 Neural
23

 

 Polyurethane 1000 Vascular graft
34

 

 Polyurethane 1800 Cardiac
35

 

 PLLA/PLGA 1000 Cardiac
3
 

 PLGA/PCL --- Bladder
25

 

 PMGI 400-1200 Cardiac
36

 

Biomolecules Collagen/PCL 200-500 General tissue 

engineering
37

 

 Collagen/PCL 300 Skeletal muscle
26

 

 Gelatin/PCL 113 Neural
27

 

 Gelatin/PCL 269 Cardiac
28

 

 Gelatin/PHBV 200-300 Wound dressing
32

 

 HBC 463 Cardiac
29

 

 Silk --- Vascular graft
30

 

 Hyaluronic acid 744 Cartilage
31

 

Hydrogels PEG 280-420 General tissue 

engineering
38

 

 PVA 430 General tissue 

engineering
39

 

 PHB/PEG 1500 Drug Delivery
40

 

  

Table 3.1. Summary of recent uses of electrospinning in generating scaffolds for tissue 

engineering. 
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3.9. Figures 

 

Figure 3.1. Generalized schematic of the electrospinning apparatus. As polymer solution is 

fed to the needle tip, it is charged at high voltage. The jet emerges, undergoing a whipping 

instability and drying en route to the target. Inset: the Taylor cone formation at the tip of the 

needle, from which the jet emerges.  
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Figure 3.2. SEM image of electrospun polymer nanofibers. 
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Figure 3.3. Flow diagram demonstrating how the various solution and processing parameters 

will affect the diameter and morphology of the resulting electrospun fibers. 
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Chapter 4 

Synthesis and characterization of multivalent peptide-hyaluronic acid conjugates 

4.1. Abstract 

 Complex composite materials of conjugated biomolecules are becoming increasingly 

important in the field of biomaterials and tissue regeneration. Multivalent bioconjugates have 

been shown to have many favorable characteristics over soluble signals, including improved 

localization, prolonged retention in tissue, and increased potency. However, due to their 

complicated structure, they are often poorly or incompletely characterized. In this study, as a 

model study I synthesized a multivalent conjugate of an RGD-containing peptide grafted to 

hyaluronic acid, and characterized it using in-line size-exclusion chromatography, static multi-

angle light scattering, UV absorption, and differential refractive index (SEC-MALS-UV-RI) 

measurements. Using this technique, I was able to fully characterize the molecular weight, 

valency, and reaction efficiency in an absolute manner without use of a standard. Extended use 

and further refinement of this technique will improve the understanding and design of engineered 

biomacromolecules. 

4.2. Introduction 

 The field of polymer-protein and polymer-peptide bioconjugation has become 

increasingly prevalent in the realms of drug delivery
2,3,4

, surface modification
5,6,

, imaging
7,8

, and 

ex vivo tissue scaffolding
9,10,11

. One of the major advantages of using these techniques is the 

ability to modulate the function of the peptide or protein by the addition of a synthetic or natural 

polymer. This can cause changes in the circulation time of the protein in the bloodstream
12,13

, the 

residency time of injected therapeutics in the desired location
14

, or the potency of the protein 

binding and signaling
15

. Coupling small molecules or peptides to larger structural molecules 

allows for the integration of biological signals to otherwise inert or low functionality 

scaffolds
16,17

. 

 However, to fully explore the use of these bioconjugate materials, the materials 

themselves must be characterized and understood. By definition, protein-polymer or peptide-

polymer bioconjugates are more complex than their constituent parts and simple measurements 

such as protein fraction or molecular weight are no longer sufficient for understanding their 

behavior. In addition to these properties, bioconjugate valency
15,18,19

 and degree of substitution 

are of key importance to understanding and controlling their function. Multivalency of 

bioconjugates has been shown to increase the signal potency over monovalent or free signals due 

to their increased localization and clustering effects on membrane bound receptors
20

. The 

increased potency of multivalent signaling compared to monovalent or free signals offers the 

possibility of many improvements in therapy, including reducing cost and waste of drugs. 

Multivalent bioconjugate materials also allows for the possibility of colocalizing multiple 

different signals on the same molecule to provide a more complex and biomimetic environment 

as a tissue scaffold. 

 The process of properly characterizing these complex molecules is still evolving. Many 

techniques provide partial or incomplete information and may be misleading unless many are 

used simultaneously
21

. Protein quantification methods such as ultraviolet light absorbance or 
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bicinchoninic acid assay (i.e., BCA) can estimate the total amount of protein or peptide in the 

sample, but cannot describe the structure or valency of the conjugate without separate 

information about the molecular weight distribution. Techniques such as Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy
22

 or nuclear magnetic resonance
23

 can provide average molecular weight 

information, but not distribution, and require end group identification or tagging. Molecular 

weight distributions can be measured using chromatography
24

, but require comparisons to 

standards with similar chemistry.  

 However, the coupling of chromatography with static light scattering can provide an 

absolute measure of molecular weight distribution and can be combined in-line with other 

techniques to provide complete analysis of complex bioconjugates. To this end we have 

developed a technique that can fully characterize the distribution of molecular mass and valency 

of a bioconjugate molecule. Three detectors were used in series in an automated process. The 

sample was separated by size exclusion chromatography
25,26

. Both an ultraviolet light absorbance 

(UV) and a differential refractometer (RI) monitored the concentration of the sample. Using both 

detectors, the concentration of a mixed sample can be accurately determined, as well as their 

relative abundance. Combining this concentration detection with multi-angle light scattering 

(MALS) allows for the absolute measurement of molecular weight. Using the molecular weight 

and the protein fraction measured by this method, the valency of the bioconjugates can be 

calculated.  

4.3. Materials and methods 

 Hyaluronic acid sodium salts (HyA) of 600 kDa molecular weight were obtained from 

Genzyme. All chemicals used in the conjugation reaction, including 1-ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminoproyl)carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide 

(sulfoNHS) and 3,3’-N-(ε-maleimidocaproic acid)hydrazide trifluoroacetic acid (EMCH), tris(2-

carboxyethyl) phosphine (TCEP), and the buffers phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 2-(N-

morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) were purchased from Thermo Scientific. SnakeSkin 

dialysis tubing with 10k molecular weight cutoff was also purchased from Thermo Scientific. 

The peptide  

-RGD(15) [Ac-CGGNGEPRGDTYRAY-NH2] was synthesized by American Peptide as 

previously described
27

.  

4.3.1. Activation of hyaluronic acid 

 In preparation for conjugation of a cysteine-terminated peptide, hyaluronic acid was 

activated by the addition of a maleimide residue to the carboxylic acid of the hyaluronic acid 

chain. First, HyA was dissolved in MES buffer. To ensure complete homogenization of the 

solution, this was left gently stirring overnight at 60 rpm. EDC, sulfoNHS and EMCH were 

dissolved in MES buffer and added to the HyA solution. The final concentrations for the reagents 

were 5 mg/mL HyA, 10 mg/mL EDC, 2.8 mg/mL sulfoNHS, and 1.2 mg/mL EMCH. The 

reaction was allowed to proceed for two hours in the dark with gentle stirring. The product was 

then purified through dialysis in a 10k MWCO dialysis tube against PBS. Dialysis lasted for 24h 

in 2L of buffer, with fresh buffer added at the 0h, 2h, and 4h time points. 
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4.3.2. Conjugation of peptide to activated hyaluronic acid 

 After dialysis, the activated hyaluronic acid was reacted with the cysteine-terminated 

RGD-containing peptide bsp-RGD(15). The peptide was reduced in a solution of 5.7 mg/mL 

TCEP with 3 mg/mL NaOH in order to disrupt any disulfide bonds that had formed between the 

peptides. This solution was then added to the activated HyA and allowed to react overnight in the 

dark at 4
o
C. The amount of peptide added varied from 0.08 mg peptide per mg HyA to 0.32 mg 

peptide per mg HyA to achieve a range of final conjugate valencies. 

 Once the reaction was complete, the peptide-HyA conjugates were purified via dialysis in 

a 10k MWCO dialysis tube against water. The dialysis was kept at 4
o
C and lasted for 24h, with 

fresh water added at the 0h, 2h, and 4h time points. After dialysis, the product was lyophilized 

and kept at -20
o
C until used. 

4.3.3. SEC-MALS analysis of peptide-hyaluronic acid conjugates 

 The final conjugate molecular weight, peptide mass fraction and valency were measured 

using an in-line SEC-MALS-UV-RI system, consisting of an Agilent 1100 HPLC system, 

including degasser, quaternary pump, autosampler, column, and UV diode array detector, in-line 

with a HELEOS II multi-angle light scatterer and a T-rEX differential refractometer, both from 

Wyatt Technology. The sample was dissolved at a concentration of 1 mg/mL and a sample 

volume of 100µL was injected. Separation of the conjugates was achieved with a Shodex OHpak 

SB-804 HQ column. UV absorbance was measured at a wavelength of 280 nm. Multi-angle light 

scattering was measured with 660 nm laser light and 18 photodiode detectors. Differential 

refractive index was measured at a wavelength of 690 nm. Data analysis was performed using 

ASTRA VI software from Wyatt. Normalization, peak alignment and band broadening was 

performed using a 100µL injection of 1 mg/mL bovine serum albumin (BSA). 

 Specific differential refractive index increments and UV absorption coefficients of the 

peptides and of hyaluronic acid were verified using off-line injection of known solution 

concentrations. Serial dilutions of each were injected using a syringe pump directly into the 

detector, which was allowed to reach equilibrium before injection of the next concentration. A 

linear regression was performed on the resulting data to calculate either the UV absorption 

coefficient or the specific refractive index increment, as appropriate.  

4.4. Results and discussion 

4.4.1. Determination of specific refractive index increment and UV extinction coefficient of 

material components 

 The measured constants for the components and intermediates in the conjugation reaction 

are shown in Table 4.1. For the peptide bsp-RGD(15), the measured specific refractive index 

increment of 0.185 mL g
-1

 was in line with that reported in the literature
28

. The measured 

extinction coefficient of 1.84 at 280 nm was also in agreement with available theoretical 

calculators (ExPASy). The constants measured for HyA, however, differed from those reported 

in the literature
29

. The specific refractive index increment of HyA has been reported to be 

between 0.160 and 0.180 in aqueous buffer, with an average value of 0.167. Here, we have 
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measured it to be 0.160. While this represents only a 4.2% change in the measured value from 

the average literature value, the constant dn/dc is a significant determinant in the equation to 

calculate molecular weight, which is squared in the equation and would lead to an 8.2% error in 

calculated molecular weight. The UV absorbance of HyA at 280 nm was too low to be accurately 

measured using this method, so a value of 0.022 was used, as had been measured previously 

using a UV spectrophotometer
1
. 

 Activation of the HyA with EMCH caused significant changes to its measured constants. 

EMCH does not absorb UV strongly at 280 nm, so there was no observable increase in the 

measured extinction coefficient. Because of this, the same value of 0.022 as was measured for 

unmodified HyA was used in calculations. The specific refractive index increment, however, was 

significantly lowered from 0.160 to 0.144. This can be understood by analyzing the polarizability 

of the two components of the activated HyA. Molecules with a higher polarizability will more 

strongly interact with photons, resulting in a higher refractive index and thus a higher specific 

refractive index increment. The majority of the EMCH molecule is a linear hydrocarbon, which 

is significantly less polarizable than the component saccharide units of HyA. Thus, as EMCH 

residues are added to the HyA chain, the molecule becomes relatively less polarizable and the 

specific refractive index increment will drop. 

4.4.2. SEC-MALS-UV-RI analysis of conjugates 

 Hyaluronic acid (HyA) was coupled to a cysteine terminated Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD)-

containing cell-binding peptide derived from bone sialoprotein, bsp-RGD(15)
30

 via carbodiimide 

and maleimide chemistry. A schematic of the conjugation reaction is shown in Figure 4.1. The 

peptide bsp-RGD(15) was chosen, as the Arg-Gly-Asp (RGD) sequence has been shown to 

improve the adhesion and function of myriad cell types, ranging from osteoblasts to 

cardiomyocytes
31

. The resulting peptide-polysaccharide conjugate presents pendant ligands in a 

multivalent fashion. Multivalent presentation of ligands has been shown to increase their potency 

compared to soluble peptide or protein
15

. By utilizing a multivalent conjugate embedded into the 

fiber, a smaller amount of peptide is necessary to elicit the same response from cells. 

  The conjugates provided a strong signal in all three detectors (light scattering, 

differential refractive index, and UV absorbance), indicating that the conjugation reaction was 

successful. An example chromatogram showing these three signals is shown in Figure 4.2. The 

chromatograms are typical of a mildly polydisperse sample, as the peaks from the detectors for 

concentration, namely the UV absorbance and differential refractometer, are offset from and 

have a different shape than the light scattering peak. This is due to the separation of the 

conjugates based on size by the SEC column, with larger molecules eluting into the detectors 

first. This separation of the conjugates is shown in Figure 4.3. As the light scattering signal is 

dependent on both the sample concentration and its molecular weight, the light scattering signal 

will peak before the concentration signal. The calculated polydispersity of the conjugates was 

1.24. 

 The final multivalent conjugate was found to have a weight average molecular weight of 

605 kDa. This is broken down into 570 kDa of HyA and 35 kDa peptide. This corresponds to 

21.2 peptides per backbone molecule on average. Looking at the distribution of molecular 

weights in more detail, the HyA backbone molecular weight varied from 350 kDa to 2 Mda, with 

a peak at 536 kDa. The peptide “molecular weight”, representing the total mass of peptide 
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attached to a single HyA chain rather than the weight of the peptide itself, had a wider range, 

varying from 17.2 kDa to 108 kDa, with a peak at 28.5 kDa. These values correspond to 

conjugation ratios of 10.4:1, 65.2:2, and 17.2:1, respectively. These distributions are shown in 

Figure 4.4. Though the extreme molecular weights are disparate, the distribution itself is 

relatively narrow, with a 1.47 “polydispersity” of conjugation ratios. 

 Despite the wide range of conjugation ratios measured, the efficiency of the conjugation 

per reaction site was consistent. The range of peptide weight fraction, as shown in Figure 4.5, 

varied from 4.7% to 5.3%, indicating the variation seen in conjugation ratio was primarily due to 

the variation in hyaluronic acid molecular weight, not in conjugation efficiency. 

4.5 Conclusions 

 A cell-adhesive RGD-containing peptide was conjugated to hyaluronic acid in a 

multivalent fashion. This material architecture has been shown to have many benefits over 

monomeric, soluble peptide. These conjugates were characterized using an in-line SEC-MALS-

UV-RI detection method. This technique is uniquely capable of complete and absolute 

characterization of multivalent bioconjugates using a minimal amount of sample. Other than 

molecular weight, peptide fraction and valency, this technique can be used to characterize 

physical characteristics of the conjugates, such as radius of gyration and shape. Improved 

characterization of these complex molecules will lead to a greater understanding of cell-ligand 

interactions, especially in terms of multivalency, receptor clustering, and receptor-ligand 

dynamics. Because of the efficiency of this method, both in terms of time and material required, 

it is useful both in characterization of novel materials in research where the amount of sample 

may be limited, as well as in quality control of commercial materials, where high throughput in 

necessary. 
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4.8. Tables 

 

 

 

Component Specific Refractive 

Index Increment dn/dc   

(mL g
-1

) 

UV Extinction 

Coefficient            

(mL mg
-1 

cm
-1

) 

Molecular Weight 

Hyaluronic Acid 0.160 0.022* 600 kDa (initial) 

Activated Hyaluronic 

Acid 

0.144 0.022* 600 kDa (initial) 

bsp-RGD(15) 0.185 1.84 1,657 Da 

  

Table 4.1. Measured constants of bioconjugate components. Starred values were too low to 

measure directly on the SEC-MALS-UV-RI system and are taken from previous studies, where 

they were measured using a spectrophotometer
1
. 
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4.9. Figures 

 

  

Figure 4.1. Conjugation scheme of bsp-RGD(15) peptide to hyaluronic acid. 
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Figure 4.2. Example chromatogram for SEC-MALS-UV-RI analysis of peptide-HyA 

conjugates. The light scattering signal is presented in red, the differential refractive index in 

blue, and the UV absorbance in green. For illustrative purposes, the intensity of the signals has 

been normalized. 
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Figure 4.3. Measured molecular weight of conjugates with SEC-MALS analysis as a function 

of elution time. 
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Figure 4.4. Differential weight fraction of peptide-HyA conjugates as measured by SEC-

MALS. 
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Chapter 5 

Electrospinning and structural characterization of semi-interpenetrating hydrogel 

networks (sIPNs) containing multivalent conjugates of peptides on hyaluronic acid 

5.1. Abstract 

 When designing a material for use as an ex vivo tissue scaffold, it is important to take into 

account the chemical, mechanical and topographical signals that the material will be providing to 

the cells. Traditional hydrogel materials are capable of providing a controlled chemical and 

mechanical environment, but lack control over nanotopography. In this study, electrospinning 

was used to generate a hydrogel with controlled nanofibrous topography, to recapitulate the 

natural structure of the extracellular matrix (ECM). Processing parameters were explored to 

ensure the generation of defect-free electrospun fibers. Scanning electron microscopy was used 

to assess the morphology of the fibers and to quantify their diameters and orientation. By 

controlling the concentration of poly(ethylene glycol) diacrylate (pEGDA) present in the 

electrospinning solution, the distribution of diameters in the electrospun material was made to 

resemble that of collagen fibers in the native ECM. These fibers were aligned through the use of 

a rapidly rotating barrel or disk as the electrospinning collector. In this way, alignment of over 

80% of the fibers to a 10
o
 window was achieved. Use of this method for the generation of 

nanotopographically controlled hydrogels will provide a customizable platform for use as a 

tissue scaffold for both in vitro and in vivo applications. 

5.2. Introduction 

 Tissue scaffolds in vitro or in vivo must recapitulate as many of the signals the natural 

extracellular matrix provides to cells as is possible. In particular, biochemical signals such as 

cell-binding proteins or growth factors, mechanical signals such as material stiffness and 

viscoelastic response, and topographical signals such as material nanoscale organization must be 

addressed
1
. 

 Myriad materials have been investigated as possible scaffolds for tissue engineering. 

Hydrogels in particular have proven to be effective
2
. Naturally derived hydrogels such as 

collagen or hyaluronic acid (HyA) readily recapitulate the chemical environment of the native 

ECM
3,4

. However, these natural materials suffer from problems with batch to batch variability, 

sourcing, and sterility
5
. Synthetic hydrogels such as polyethylene glycol or N-isopropyl 

acrylamide avoid many of these problems, providing repeatable and controllable systems. These 

gels, however, require additional modification to provide the necessary chemical and biological 

cues to cells. In-situ crosslinking of these hydrogels allows for three-dimensional encapsulation 

of cells
6
, as well as injectable delivery

7
. However, there is little control over the nanostructure of 

hydrogel materials, limiting their use for anisotropic tissue applications. 

 In the body, collagen fibers in the extracellular matrix have a distribution of diameters 

ranging from 500 nm to 3 µm
8
. These are built of smaller collagen fibrils with diameters in the 

range of 10-300 nm. Nanoscale topographical cues can cause a variety of changes in cell 

behavior as well, influencing cellular adhesion
9
, altering protein expression and differentiation

10
, 

and causing cytoskeletal alignment
11

. Special attention must be paid to the physical cues when 

designing scaffolds for tissues with structural or mechanical roles. 
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 Electrospinning has emerged as a versatile, inexpensive, and scalable method to create 

materials that that provide nanostructural control over tissue scaffold materials
12,13,14

. The 

technique involves the charging of a polymer solution at high voltage. The accumulation of 

charge at the solution surface results in the formation of a Taylor cone and the ejection of a jet of 

material toward a grounded or oppositely charged target. Over the flight of this jet, the solvent 

evaporates, resulting in the deposition of solid polymer nanofibers. This process is diagrammed 

in Figure 5.1. The number of polymers that have been successfully electrospun for use in tissue 

engineering or regenerative medicine applications is currently limited. The most widely used are 

polyesters and polyurethanes
15

. Matrices consisting of either aligned or non-aligned fibers with 

nanoscale diameters for use as cell scaffolds have been created for the regeneration of several 

tissue types, including neural
16

, vascular
17

, ligament
18

, bone
19

, muscular
20

, and cardiac 

tissues
21,22

. Although these electrospun materials provide physical support and topographical 

cues to cells, they do not faithfully recreate the chemical and biological extracellular 

environment deemed necessary for optimal cell-materials interactions and tissue regeneration. 

 Natural materials such as collagen
23,24

, gelatin
11,25

 and elastin
26

 have also been used in 

electrospinning systems as one strategy of providing relevant chemical signals to cells. . This 

approach is restricted to a limited set of biomolecules that are compatible with the 

electrospinning methodology. Electrospinning generally uses organic solvents, which run the risk 

of damaging or denaturing proteins. Aqueous electrospinning is possible, but many proteins have 

limited solubility well below that necessary for electrospinning, necessitating the use of a 

secondary synthetic polymer acting as a carrier
27,28

. The high electric fields and large shear stress 

experienced by polymers during the electrospinning process also run the risk of altering protein 

morphology and thus function
24

. For this study we have chosen HyA, as it provides an easily 

modifiable backbone from which to present pendant biological motifs like peptides, and will not 

cause an unwanted immune response
29

. However, HyA on its own is difficult to electrospin due 

to its high viscosity and surface tension
30

, so a high molecular weight poly(ethylene glycol) 

(pEG) carrier polymer was required to achieve electrospinning of HyA. 

 In order to fully realize the potential of electrospun materials as tissue scaffolds, it is 

necessary to devise a method of tuning the biological signaling component independently of the 

electrospinning process. To accomplish this, we have created a material combining the use of 

electrospinning to control the morphology of the material with multivalent peptide conjugates 

embedded in the electrospun fibers to control their biochemical environment. The use of 

multivalent conjugates provides four significant improvements over previously developed 

materials: control over the biological signals presented to cells in an electrospun matrix; 

improved peptide potency through multivalent interactions with cell surface receptors
31

; control 

over the amount of peptide presented independent of substrate modulus; and, the capacity to 

present multiple peptides simultaneously. 

5.3. Materials and methods 

 Hyaluronic acid sodium salts (HyA) of 600 kDa molecular weight were obtained from 

Genzyme. Various polyethylene glycol (pEG) polymers of 200 kDa, 400 kDa, 600 kDa, 1 MDa, 

and 2MDa molecular weight were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Polyethylene glycol 

diacrylate (pEGDA) of 200 Da molecular weight was obtained from Polysciences. The 

photoinitiator Irgacure 2959 was purchased from BASF.  
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5.3.1. Preparation of electrospinning solutions 

 For the generation of the electrospinning phase diagram, aqueous solutions of 

polyethylene glycol (pEG) of differing molecular weights and concentrations were mixed and 

allowed to sit for 48 hours at room temperature to achieve full homogenization. 200 kDa, 400 

kDa, 600 kDa, 1 MDa and 2 MDa PEG were prepared at concentrations of 10-20 wt%, 5-12 

wt%, 3-8 wt%, 1.5-6 wt% and 1-3.25 wt% respectively. To examine the effect of hyaluronic acid 

on the phase diagram, 0.5 wt% 600 kDa HyA was added to solutions containing 200 kDa pEG at 

4-10 wt%, 600 kDa pEG at 1-4 wt% and 1 MDa pEG at 0.75-3.75 wt%. 

 For all other analysis, an aqueous solution containing 1 MDa pEG at 3 wt%, 0.5 wt% 600 

kDa peptide conjugated HyA, 1-5 v% pEGDA and 3 mg/mL Irgacure 2959 was mixed and 

allowed to sit at room temperature for 48 hours to achieve full homogenization.  

5.3.2. Electrospinning of hydrogels 

 The electrospinning process was carried out on a custom electrospinning apparatus. The 

solutions were loaded into a 3 mL plastic syringe (Becton-Dickinson). These solutions were 

delivered to a 22g needle through a length of 1/16” inner diameter polyvinyl chloride tubing 

(McMaster Carr) by a syringe pump (Chemyx) at 0.1 mL/h. A rotating barrel or disk was used as 

a collector (NaBond). For unaligned fibers, a 20 mm diameter mandrel rotating at 1000 rpm was 

used at the target. For aligned fibers, either a 75 mm diameter barrel or 140 mm diameter disk 

rotating at 5000 rpm was used as the collector. These three electrospinning targets are pictured in 

Figure 5.2. The needle was charged to +10.5 kV, and the collector was charged to -1.5 kV using 

a high voltage power supply (Gamma High Voltage). 

 After electrospinning, the fibers were exposed to 365 nm UV light at 7 mW/cm
2
 for 90 s 

to initiate crosslinking. Uncrosslinked or suboptimally crosslinked fibers immediately dissolved 

when exposed to aqueous media, but crosslinked fibers were stable for extended periods, as 

shown in Figure 5.3. After fabrication, the materials were stored at -20
o
C until used. 

5.3.3. Construction of electrospinning phase diagram 

 The electrospun fibers were imaged using a TM-1000 tabletop scanning electron 

microscope (Hitachi) with an accelerating voltage of 15 kV. For construction of the phase 

diagram, each image was visually classified as having the “beads”, “beads on a string”, or “fiber” 

morphology. Samples consisting of isolated spherical or near spherical polymer particles with 

diameters in the micron range were labeled as “beads”. Samples in which these particles were 

connected by thinner fibers with diameters of hundreds of nanometers were designated as “beads 

on a string”. Samples showing defect-free fibers with no bead formation were labeled as “fibers”. 

For a given molecular weight of pEG, the highest concentration at which “beads” were found 

and the lowest molecular weight at which “fibers” were found were used as the boundaries for 

the phase transitions. 

5.3.4. Analysis of electrospun fiber morphology 

 The morphology of the electrospun fibers was assessed using a TM-1000 tabletop 

scanning electron microscope (Hitachi). For each condition, two electrospun samples were 

fabricated. Three regions of each electrospun mat were chosen at random and imaged at various 
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magnifications at three different locations. From these images, fibers were chosen at random and 

the diameter of these fibers was measured manually in ImageJ (NIH). A total of one hundred 

fibers were measured for each condition to determine the distribution of diameters present in the 

material. 

 The OrientationJ plugin for ImageJ (Biomedical Image Group, EPFL) was used to 

quantify the degree of fiber alignment. Three SEM images each from unaligned fiber mats, mats 

aligned with the spinning barrel, and mats from the spinning disk were analyzed. The total 

distributions for these conditions were summated, defining the angle of highest predominance as 

0
o
 in for each individual image.  

5.4. Results and discussion 

5.4.1. Electrospinning phase diagram of poly(ethylene glycol)/hyaluronic acid solutions 

 At low concentrations and molecular weights, polymer beads were deposited rather than 

fibers. As the polymer molecular weight and concentration were increased, the morphology 

progressed from beads to beads on a string and finally to well-formed fibers (Figure 5.4a).  The 

transitions between these three morphologies were abrupt and well defined, which enabled the 

construction of a phase diagram mapping the transition concentrations and molecular weights 

(Figure 5.4b). A power curve was fit to these points to create the apparent boundary between 

phases.  

 The physics behind the transitions between the phases is complex and relies on many 

different parameters, such as solution surface tension, needle to target distance, and polymer 

concentration. As the polymer solution travels from the needle to the target, the solvent 

evaporates, depositing dry material. During this process, electrostatic repulsion drives the 

formation of thin fibers, while surface tension favors the formation of spherical droplets. Given 

enough time between the ejection of material from the needle and the full solidification of the 

fiber, the material will tend to form beads. High surface tension will drive bead formation more 

strongly, and a longer needle to target distance will allow more time for the process to take place. 

A low polymer concentration requires the evaporation of more solvent, increasing the time 

needed for full solidification of the fibers and increasing bead formation. In this way, phase 

diagrams for electrospinning are highly dependent on the configuration of the apparatus and 

processing and solution parameters, and therefore are not a fundamental thermodynamic or 

materials property. 

 For a fixed tip-target distance the addition of 0.5 wt% HyA decreased the concentration 

necessary to achieve fiber formation in all conditions (Figure 5.4c). This change in 

electrospinning properties was due to effects of the polar high molecular weight HyA on solution 

conductivity, surface tension, and viscosity, even at low concentrations. In particular, small 

amounts of HyA are capable of lowering the surface tension of deionized water, forming smaller 

fibers and reducing bead formation
32

.  

 These phase diagrams were used to choose polymer concentrations and apparatus 

configurations to generate nanofiber scaffolds for cell culture that included the multivalent 

peptide HyA in the system. In order to maximize the presence of the bioactive HyA in the fibers 
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relative to the biologically inert pEG, a minimal concentration of pEG capable of spinning well-

formed fibers(i.e., 3 wt% 1 MDa PEG) was chosen. 

5.4.2. Distribution of fiber diameters 

 For electrospinning conditions tested within the “fiber” region of the phase diagram, no 

significant change in fiber morphology or diameter was seen with changes in polymer 

concentration or molecular weight. Analysis of the fiber diameters showed a distribution with an 

average diameter of 306.2±70.5 nm when no pEGDA was present. The distribution of fiber 

diameters is shown in Figure 5.5.  

 Upon addition of pEGDA to the electrospinning solution, two significant changes to the 

resulting fiber morphology were observed. First, the average fiber diameter increased with 

increasing amounts of pEGDA. Second, the width of the distribution of diameters increased with 

increasing pEGDA concentration. For 1 v% pEGDA, the average fiber diameter was 336±134 

nm, and for 5 v% pEGDA the average diameter was 538±262 nm. This difference in fiber 

diameters is shown in Figure 5.6. Fiber diameters were measured in the dry state. The hydrogel 

fibers are expected to swell when placed in an aqueous environment, but not to a large degree 

due to the small mesh size in the pEGDA matrix. 

 The increase in the diameter of the electrospun fibers can be accounted for by considering 

the pEGDA as an additional, non-evaporative inclusion in the electrospinning process. The 

fraction of material in the original solution that remains within the fibers during the 

electrospinning process is increased. In order to accommodate this extra material, the final 

diameter of the fiber increases. The additional widening of the distribution can be accounted for 

by the fact that the pEGDA is not solid at room temperature, which can result in flowing and 

fusion of the fibers before they can be crosslinked, creating thicker and less uniform fibers. 

5.4.3. Degree of alignment of electrospun fibers 

 A surface speed of 10 m/s has been reported to be sufficient to induce significant 

alignment of electrospun fibers via rotation of the target
33

. Three target speeds and diameters 

were tested: a 20 mm mandrel rotating at 1000 rpm, a 76 mm barrel rotating at 5000 rpm, and a 

140 mm disk rotating at 5000 rpm. These three conditions represent a target surface rotational 

speed of 1 m/s, 19.9 m/s, and 36.6 m/s, and will be referred to as “unaligned”, “barrel”, and 

“disk”, respectively.  

 Fibers spun under the “unaligned” conditions showed a small amount of alignment over a 

theoretical completely unaligned material, in which you would expect 5.6%, 11.1%, and 16.7% 

of the fibers to be aligned within a 5
o
, 10

o
, and 15

o
 window of the predominant axis, respectively. 

For the “unaligned” conditions, 10.3%, 18.9%, and 27.1% were found to be aligned within these 

three windows. This small amount of alignment can be accounted for in two ways. First, the slow 

rotation of the mandrel can be expected to provide minimal alignment of the fibers. Second, the 

sampling and measuring process magnifies small anisotropies in the distribution of alignments. 

To generate a large enough sample size, several samples were imaged. As maintaining a baseline 

alignment of the sample during imaging was difficult, the predominant angle present in any 

given image was defined as 0
o
. Thus, the measured alignment in these samples will err toward 
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increasing the degree of fiber alignment. For highly aligned samples in which a predominant 

angle is easily identifiable, this effect is minimal. 

 Fibers spun under both the “barrel” and “blade” conditions showed a much higher degree 

of alignment, compared to the “unaligned” fibers. A representative set of SEM and false color 

images demonstrating the induction of alignment is shown in Figure 5.7. The quantitative 

distribution of fiber diameters is shown in Figure 5.8. For the “barrel” condition, 52.4%, 82.7%, 

and 94.3% of the fibers were oriented within 5
o
, 10

o
, and 15

o
 of the main axis, respectively. For 

the “disk” configuration, these numbers were further increased to 60.8%, 86.4%, and 95%, 

respectively. These values are presented in Table 5.1.  

5.5. Conclusions 

 We created a novel nanofiber material via specific biological activity programmed into 

electrospun hydrogel fibers. This material is capable of mimicking the mechanical and 

topographical environment of the native ECM. By tailoring the electrospinning processing 

parameters, we can generate defect-free hydrogel nanofibers that are embedded with a 

multivalent peptide-hyaluronic acid conjugate. Exposure of the electrospun material to UV 

illumination post-spinning initiates photocrosslinking in the dry state, rendering the fibers 

insoluble and preserving their structure when submerged in aqueous media. The distribution of 

diameters present in the electrospun mats is within the range of diameters seen in the fibers in the 

natural extracellular matrix and can be altered by changing the concentration of poly(ethylene 

glycol) diacrylate in the electrospinning solution. By controlling the surface speed of the rotating 

target used, alignment of the hydrogel fibers can be achieved, further mimicking the 

microstructure seen in anisotropic tissues in vivo. This processing methodology provides a strong 

base from which tissue- and cell type-specific scaffolds can be generated by controlling the 

identity and quantity of peptide presented by a topographically controlled hydrogel material. 
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5.8. Tables 

 

 

 

 

Half-angle of 

alignment 

Theoretical 

Unaligned 

Experimental 

Unaligned 

76 mm barrel 120 mm disk 

5
o 5.5% 10.3% 52.4% 60.8% 

10
o 11.1% 18.9% 82.7% 86.4% 

15
o 16.7% 27.1% 94.3% 95.0% 

  

Table 5.1. Percentage of fibers aligned within a given angle of the predominant angle of 

alignment. The theoretical unaligned values represent an equal chance of a fiber lying on any 

axis. The small degree of alignment seen in experimentally unaligned samples can be attributed 

to a moderate rotational speed of the target, as well as a methodology that maximizes the degree 

of alignment measured. 
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5.9. Figures 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

Figure 5.1. Diagram of the electrospinning procedure. Polymer solution is delivered to a charged 

needle tip at a steady rate by a syringe pump. The electrostatic charge causes the deformation of 

the droplet into a cone and the ejection of a jet of polymer solution, which accelerates toward an 

oppositely charged target. As the jet travels, the solvent evaporates, resulting in the deposition of 

dry polymer fibers. 
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Figure 5.2. Photographs of the electrospinning targets. a) 20 mm diameter mandrel. b) 

75 mm diameter barrel. c) 140 mm diameter disk. 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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a 

b 

Figure 5.3. Images of crosslinked electrospun fibers a) as spun and b) after 24h in PBS at room 

temperature. Without UV photoinitiation of crosslinking, fibers dissolve near instantaneously 

when exposed to aqueous solvents. 
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a) 

Beads 

Fibers 

Beads on a String 

Beads 

Fibers 

Beads on a String 

b) 

c) 

Figure 5.4. a) Representative images of the three electrospun morphologies. All images are 1 

MDa pEG. From top to bottom, beads resulting from a 2 wt% solution, beads on a string from 

a 2.5 wt% solution and fibers from a 4 wt% solution. b) and c) Phase diagrams of the different 

morphologies obtained before (b) and after (c) addition of 0.5 wt% 600 kDa HyA. The solid 

symbols represent the lowest concentration at which unbeaded fibers were formed. The empty 

symbols represent the highest concentration at which only beads were formed. The fiber-

forming region is colored blue and the beads region is yellow, with the beads on a string 

region white. In c), the phase diagram without HyA is provided in black as a reference. 
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Figure 5.5. Histogram of the distribution of fiber diameters with and without the addition of 

PEGDA. Fibers without PEGDA are shown in gold and fibers with 5% PEGDA are shown in 

blue. 
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Figure 5.6. Comparison of the morphologies of electrospun fibers containing a) 1% and b) 5% 

PEGDA in the electrospinning solution. For the conditions in a), the average fiber diameter 

was 336±134 nm. For the conditions in b), the fiber diameter increased to 538±262 nm. 

a) b) 
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a) b) 

c) d) 

Figure 5.7. SEM images of unaligned (a, c) and aligned (b,d) electrospun fibers. a) 

Representative SEM image of electrospun fibers on slowly rotating mandrel. b) 

Representative SEM image of electrospun fibers on 140 mm disk target rotating at 5000 rpm. 

c,d) False colored versions of the images in a) and b) created using the OrientationJ plugin for 

ImageJ. The hue of the fibers in the image corresponds to their orientation, with blue fibers 

oriented horizontally and red fibers oriented vertically.  
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 Figure 5.8. Distribution of the orientation of electrospun fibers under varying conditions. The 

light gray dashed line represents perfectly randomly oriented fibers. The solid gray line 

represents the experimentally “unaligned” fibers spun with a small mandrel rotating slowly. The 

solid black line represents fibers spun onto a 75 mm diameter barrel rotating at 5000 rpm and the 

dashed black line represents fibers spun onto a 140 mm diameter disk rotating at 5000 rpm. The 

degree of alignment achieved under both “aligned” conditions is comparable, and significantly 

more pronounced than that from the “unaligned” conditions. 
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Chapter 6 

Physical and chemical characterization of electrospun semi-interpenetrating hydrogel 

networks (sIPNs) containing multivalent peptide conjugates 

6.1. Abstract 

 A novel electrospun hydrogel material containing embedded peptide-hyaluronic acid 

conjugates was designed as a scaffold for tissue engineering. In this chapter I report on the 

physical and chemical characterization to assess its ability to serve as a synthetic extracellular 

matrix for tissue repair, specifically as a ‘patch’ for repair of myocardium. Using uniaxial tensile 

testing, the material’s modulus was measured to be 4.3 MDa for materials spun from solutions 

containing 1 v% pEGDA, and 6.04 MDa for solutions containing 5 v% pEGDA. While this is 

higher than the modulus of the myocardial extracellular matrix, it is significantly lower than the 

modulus of most other electrospun materials. Alignment of the fibers caused the modulus of 1 

v% pEGDA fibers measured parallel to the aligned fibers to increase to 8.35 MDa, while the 

modulus perpendicular to the alignment was dropped to 2.16 MDa. BET analysis measured the 

specific surface area of the fibrous material to be 1.1 m
2
g

-1
 when 5 v% pEGDA was used, 

increasing to 6.1 m
2
g

-1 
when 1 v% pEGDA was used. This correlates to the decreased fiber 

diameter for materials spun with less pEGDA (Chapter 5). The surface density of available 

peptides on the fiber surface was 46.5 pmol/m
2
, as measured via cleavage by trypsin.  This 

concentration is high enough to expect the material to be capable of supporting cell adhesion and 

spreading. This characterization and analysis demonstrates that this electrospun hydrogel is 

capable of mimicking the structure of the extracellular matrix, as well as providing more relevant 

biomimetic mechanical and chemical properties when compared to other electrospun polymer 

materials intended for tissue engineering. 

6.2. Introduction 

 As biomaterials technology evolves, artificial tissue scaffolds come closer to mimicking 

the native extracellular matrix (ECM)
1,2,3,4

. The inclusion of cell adhesion and signaling 

molecules in the scaffolding material has greatly increased the ability to control and recreate the 

biochemical environment of the ECM
5,6

. More recently, the importance of the matrix’s physical 

properties has come to the fore
7,8,9

. The mechanical modulus of the material has profound 

implications on cell behavior, influencing their adhesion
10,11

, shape
12,13

, differentiation
14,15

, and 

function
16,17

. Materials also influence undifferentiated stem cells toward lineages that experience 

their modulus in vivo, such as under certain media conditions soft materials favoring adipocyte 

differentiation and stiffer materials favoring osteocyte differentiation
14

. However, the effect of 

scaffold surface topography has been less explored, but has been shown to have a similarly 

profound effect on cell spreading
18,19

, shape
20

, differentiation
21,22

, and function
23,24

. One method 

to impart topographical control over scaffolding materials is the use of electrospinning to 

generate aligned nanofibers. Electrospun materials provide control over the fiber diameters to 

mimic the ECM, as well as over the alignment of the fibers for mimicry of anisotropic tissues
1
. 

 One drawback of electrospinning for scaffold synthesis is the limited number of materials 

that have been successfully spun, predominantly polyesters and polyurethanes
25

. These materials 

fail to provide the proper mechanical environment for biomimetic scaffolds. Cardiac tissue, as an 

example, has a modulus in the range of 10 to 20 kPa at the beginning of diastole and 200-500 
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kPa at the end of diastole
26

. For example, bulk poly(lactic acid) has a modulus of 3-4 GPa
27

, and 

in electrospun form, the nanofibrous poly(lactic acid) has a modulus ranging from 2-200 

MPa
28,29

, many orders of magnitude stiffer than natural tissue. Electrospun polyurethane exhibits 

a similar range of properties
30

. Hydrogels provide a much more attractive option to approach the 

mechanical properties of native tissue. Not only do hydrogels generally have modulus values 

much closer to ECM
31

, they are also easily tunable
32

. Bulk hydrogels, however, do not allow for 

the topographical control seen in electrospun materials. It is only by combining the topography 

of an electrospun material with the mechanical properties of a hydrogel that we can recreate the 

physical environment of the ECM. 

 The topography of electrospin hydrogels alters the effective chemical environment of the 

material surface as well. Cells chemically interact only with the surface of the material, making 

control of the scaffold material surface chemistry critical. For traditional cell culture on plates of 

tissue culture polystyrene (TCPS), this surface is largely flat and uncontrolled. A hydrophilic two 

dimensional surface is presented to the cells, and adhesion occurs only after the adhesion of 

proteins to the TCPS, either from the cell culture media or deposition from the cells 

themselves
33

. Peptides and proteins have been pre-attached to TCPS or glass through various 

methods, such as silane deposition
34

, gold-thiol interation
35,36

, or formation of an interpenetrating 

polymer network
37,38

, to provide a more defined surface chemistry. Nanostructured materials like 

electrospun fibers present a greatly increased specific surface area compared to monolithic 

materials
39

, improving cell adhesion and proliferation
40,41

. However, common electrospun 

materials such as polyesters and polyurethanes allow for very limited control over surface 

chemistry
42,43

, and are difficult to modify to covalently graft biological molecules
44

.  

 By using an electrospun semi-interpenetrating polymer network (sIPN) containing 

peptide-conjugated macromolecules, this limitation can be bypassed and specific chemistry and 

biological signals can be engineered into the material and presented to the cell from a 

nanostructured surface
45,46

. In this work, I created and characterized such an electrospun matrix, 

consisting of hyaluronic acid (HyA) multivalently conjugated with peptides and entrapped within 

a hydrogel network based on poly(ethylene glycol) (pEGDA) diacrylate. The mechanical 

properties of the material were explored by altering the concentration of pEGDA in the 

electrospinning solution, as well as the photoinitiator used to crosslink the network. The 

availability of the included peptide on the surface of the material was then quantified by cleaving 

a fluorescently labeled peptide and measuring the solvent fluorescence. In this way, we have 

quantified the mechanical and chemical signals being provided by this novel biomaterial. 

6.3. Materials and methods 

 Hyaluronic acid sodium salts (HyA) of 600 kDa molecular weight were obtained from 

Genzyme. Polyethylene glycol (pEG) polymers of molecular weight 1 MDa was purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich. Polyethylene glycol diacrylate (pEGDA) of 200 Da molecular weight was 

obtained from Polysciences. Irgacure 2959 and Irgacure 819DW were provided by BASF. All 

chemicals used in the conjugation reaction, including 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminoproyl) 

carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (sulfoNHS) and 3,3’-N-(ε-

maleimidocaproic acid)hydrazide trifluoroacetic acid (EMCH), tris(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine 

(TCEP), and the buffers phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic 

acid (MES) were purchased from Thermo Scientific. SnakeSkin dialysis tubing with 10k 
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molecular weight cutoff was also purchased from Thermo Scientific. A FITC-containing 

fluorescent cysteine-terminated polyargenine peptide was purchased from American Peptide. 

6.3.1. Electrospinning of hydrogels 

 Polymer solutions for electrospinning were prepared by mixing 3 wt% 1 MDa pEG, 0.5 

wt% 600 kDa HyA, 1-5 v% 200 Da pEGDA, and 3 mg/mL Irgacure in ultra-pure ASTM type I 

reagent grade water (<18.2 MΩcm, pyrogen free, UPW). This solution was allowed to 

homogenize for 24 hours before use. The electrospinning process was carried out on a custom 

electrospinning apparatus. The solutions were loaded into a 3 mL plastic syringe (Becton-

Dickinson) and delivered to a 22g needle through a length of 1/16” inner diameter polyvinyl 

chloride tubing (McMaster Carr) by a syringe pump (Chemyx) at 0.1 mL/h. A rotating mandrel 

or barrel was used as a collector (NaBond). For unaligned fibers, a 20 mm diameter mandrel 

rotating at 1000 rpm was used at the target. For aligned fibers, a 75 mm diameter barrel rotating 

at 5000 rpm was used as the collector. The needle was charged to +10.5 kV, and the collector 

was charged to -1.5 kV using a high voltage power supply (Gamma High Voltage). After 

electrospinning, the fibers were exposed to 365 nm UV light at 7 mW/cm
2
 for 90 s to initiate 

crosslinking. After fabrication, the materials were stored at -20
o
C until used. 

6.3.2. Mechanical characterization of nanofiber materials 

 The modulus of the electrospun fibers was measured using a Bose Electroforce 3000. 

Samples were cut to an initial height of between 4 and 7.5 mm and a width of between 20 and 28 

mm. The initial thickness of the fiber mats varied between 10 µm and 1.2 mm. The samples were 

fastened between two vice grips and pre-stretched until a measurable amount of pre-stress was 

achieved. Once in this state, their initial length, width and thickness were measured. The samples 

were then stretched at a constant strain rate of 0.5 percent per second until either the sample 

failed or the tensile tester reached the limit of its range of motion. For aligned fibers, samples for 

parallel and perpendicular testing were cut from adjacent sections of the electrospun material. 

Samples were tested under identical conditions with the direction of alignment running either 

parallel to or perpendicular to the direction of strain. 

6.3.3. Conjugation of fluorescent peptide to hyaluronic acid 

 The carboxylic acid residue on the HyA chain was activated by the addition of a 

maleimide for conjugation to a cysteine-terminated peptide. First, HyA was dissolved in MES 

buffer and gently stirred overnight to ensure complete homogenization. EDC, sulfoNHS and 

EMCH were dissolved in MES buffer and added to the HyA solution. The final concentrations 

for all reagents were 5 mg/mL HyA, 10 mg/mL EDC, 2.8 mg/mL sulfoNHS, and 1.2 mg/mL 

EMCH. The reaction was allowed to proceed for two hours in the dark with gentle stirring. The 

product was then purified through dialysis in a 10k MWCO SnakeSkin dialysis tube against 

PBS. Dialysis lasted for 24h in 2L of buffer, with fresh buffer added at the 0h, 2h, and 4h time 

points. 

 After dialysis, the activated hyaluronic acid was reacted with 0.08 mg of the cysteine-

terminated fluorescent peptide per 1mg of HyA. The peptide was reduced in a solution of 5.7 

mg/mL TCEP with 3 mg/mL NaOH in order to disrupt any pre-existing disulfide bonds. This 

solution was then added to the activated HyA and allowed to react overnight in the dark at 4
o
C. 
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 Once the reaction was complete, the peptide-HyA conjugates were purified via dialysis in 

a 10k MWCO dialysis tube against water. The dialysis was kept at 4
o
C and lasted for 24h, with 

fresh water added at the 0h, 2h, and 4h time points. After dialysis, the product was lyophilized 

and kept at -20
o
C until used. 

6.3.4. Surface characterization of nanofibers 

 The surface area of the nanofiber materials was measured via 3-point BET analysis by 

Particle Technology Labs. Briefly, the sample was loaded into a 7 mL glass bulb and conditioned 

for one hour at 40
o
C. A known volume of krypton gas was introduced and allowed to adsorb to 

the sample until the pressure has stabilized. Knowing the volume of gas introduced and the 

amount of unadsorbed gas as calculated from the temperature, volume and pressure of the 

chamber, the number of gas molecules adsorbed onto the surface was calculated. With the cross-

sectional area of the gas molecules known, this was translated to a surface area.  

 The availability of the peptide at the surface of the fibers was assessed via cleavage of 

fluorescent peptides by trypsin. HyA conjugated with fluorescently tagged peptides containing a 

FITC residue was electrospun and crosslinked. The fibers were then treated with 0.25% trypsin-

EDTA for periods of 5 minutes, 10 minutes, 15 minutes, 15 minutes and 1 hour. The 

concentration of FITC released into the supernatant was measured with a SpectaMax i3 plate 

reader (Molecular Devices). This concentration of FITC was normalized by the initial dry weight 

of the sample to calculate a mass fraction of peptide released from the fibers. The peptide surface 

density was calculated using the known specific surface area from the BET measurements. 

6.4. Results and Discussion 

6.4.1. Dependence of modulus on pEGDA content of fibers and on photoinitiator 

 In the dry state, the material exhibited a small “toe” region at low strain, followed by a 

linear stress/strain relationship. Qualitatively, the curve resembles that seen in mechanical testing 

of tissues such as ligament or tendon, where the initial toe region arises due to the aligning of the 

constituent fibers and the subsequent linear region representing the stretching of the aligned 

fibers
47

. This is consistent with the architecture of the electrospun material, consisting of 

nanofibers that become aligned with the direction of stretching at low strain values, and become 

individually loaded at higher strains. 

 Fibers containing an initial 1 v% pEGDA had an average Young’s modulus of 4.3 MDa. 

This increased to 6.0 MDa in fibers containing an initial 5 v% pEGDA, however the difference 

was not statistically significant. A comparison of two representative stress/strain curves for the 

differing pEGDA concentrations is presented in Figure 6.1. Use of the photoinitiator Irgacure 

819DW with 5 v% pEGDA rendered the electrospun fibers less stable in solution, and lowered 

the measured modulus to 769 kPa. While this modulus of fibers crosslinked by Irgacure 819DW 

was closer to that of the native ECM than those using Irgacure 2959, the decreased stability and 

reliability reduced their viability as a tissue scaffold material. A summary of the various moduli 

measured is presented in Table 1. 

 It is worth noting that the moduli of these materials are considerably higher than that of 

the ECM. Softer electrospun materials with moduli closer to that of the ECM have been shown 

to be superior for tissue scaffold application
15

. Cardiac tissue, as an example, has a modulus 
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ranging from 10 kPa to 500 kPa, depending on the stage of contraction. The modulus of these 

electrospun fibers is between one and two orders of magnitude higher than the stiffest conditions 

of the ECM. However, these materials exist near the lower limit of what has been observed with 

other electrospun materials, and thus are closer than other electrospun fibers at mimicking the 

ECM mechanically. In addition, all of these mechanical measurements were taken with the fibers 

in the dry state. For a hydrogel material, the mechanical properties are expected to decrease 

considerably when swollen in water, which is not the case for hydrophobic materials such as 

polyesters and polyurethanes. Thus, while the modulus reported here is higher than that of the 

ECM and at the lower limit of other electrospun materials, the modulus that the cells will 

experience is expected to be considerably lower. In preliminary results, hydrated fibrous 

scaffolds have a modulus on the order of 10 kPa, which is within the range seen in natural ECM 

tissue. 

6.4.2. Anisotropy of mechanical properties in aligned fibers 

 Alignment of the electrospun nanofibers by use of a rapidly rotating barrel collector was 

reflected in the tensile modulus of the fiber mats. The modulus of aligned fibers spun from a 

solution containing 1 v% pEGDA, when strained parallel to or perpendicular to the direction of 

alignment, were compared to unaligned samples. Comparative stress/strain curves of unaligned 

samples and aligned samples tested parallel and perpendicular to the direction of alignment are 

presented in Figure 6.2. The measured tensile modulus of fibers aligned perpendicular to the 

direction of strain was lowered from 4.30 MDa in unaligned samples to 2.16 MDa. When the 

fibers were aligned parallel to the direction of tension, the modulus increased to 8.35 MDa. 

 The difference in tensile modulus between the two orientations of aligned fibers can be 

explained by examining the mechanisms by which the material resists reformation. There are two 

main modes of deformation in response to tension: rearrangement of fibers, and stretching of the 

fibers themselves. Of the two, stretching the fibers will result in a significantly higher resistive 

force. When examining rearrangement of the nanofibers, they are capable of sliding past each 

other with minimal inter-fiber interaction. The only significant resistive force for this sliding or 

alignment of fibers is the presence of entanglements between the fibers, restricting their motion. 

If this were the only, or the predominant mode of deformation, the measured modulus would be 

very low. The stretching of nanofibers will present a much higher modulus value, due to the 

stretching of the covalent bonds in the crosslinked polymer network. 

 For aligned nanofiber materials, the change in modulus is due to the change in which 

mode of deformation is most prevalent. For fibers strained perpendicular to the direction of 

alignment, the predominant mode of deformation is the sliding and alignment of fibers. Fibers 

strained parallel to the direction of alignment, on the other hand, will deform primarily via fiber 

stretching. This results in a much higher tensile modulus in the direction of alignment when 

compared to the perpendicular alignment. Materials with no preferential direction of alignment 

will undergo a mixed mode strain, and thus will have an intermediate tensile modulus.  

6.4.3. Availability of peptide at nanofiber surface 

 The specific surface area of the fibers depended largely on their diameter. Fibers spun 

with an initial 1 v% pEGDA had an average fiber diameter of 336 nm, while fibers spun from a 

solution with an initial 5 v% pEGDA had an average fiber diameter of 538 nm. BET analysis of 
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the electrospun fibers showed that material spun from a 1 v% pEGDA solution had a specific 

surface area of 6.1 m
2
g

-1
. Thicker fibers spun from a 5 v% solution had a lower specific surface 

area of 1.1 m
2
g

-1
. A representative BET plot is shown in Figure 6.3. This trend is as would be 

expected for a nanofibrous system. As the size of the features, namely the diameter of the fibers 

in this instance, decreases, the ratio of surface area to volume, and thus to mass, will increase. 

Because of this increased surface area, and the smaller fibers more closely resembling ECM 

fibers, fibers spun from 1 v% pEGDA solutions were used in all experiments moving forward. 

 SEC-MALS analysis of the FITC peptide conjugated HyA showed that the conjugates 

contained on average 21 peptides per 570 kDa HyA chain (Chapter 4), comprising a weight 

percentage of 5.0%. Incubation of electrospun fibers containing FITC tagged HyA with trypsin 

caused the cleavage of the peptide chain and release of the FITC tag into the supernatant. This 

release was seen to plateau after the 15 minute time point, suggesting that the majority of 

available peptides had been cleaved. Because of the size of the trypsin molecule and the small 

mesh size of the hydrogel network, it is believed that the cleavage of peptides was largely limited 

to those at the surface of the fibers. 

 After five minutes of incubation with trypsin, 8 µg of peptide was released per milligram 

of fiber. This increased to 11.6 µg/mg at 10 minutes and 10.8 µg/mg at 15 minutes. After 60 

minutes of incubation, 12.6 µg/mg of FITC had been released from the fibers (Figure 6.4). Given 

the starting concentration of peptide in the material, 16% of the embedded peptide was released 

at 5 minutes, increasing to a maximum of 25% released at 60 minutes. This corresponds to a 

peptide surface density of 29.6 pmol/m
2
 of peptide released at 5 minutes and 46.5 pmol/m

2 
of 

peptide at 60 minutes. These values are tabulated in Table 2. These surface densities of RGD 

containing peptides are in line with those required for strong cell attachment, which have been 

reported to be between 10 and 100 pmol/m
2
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. 

6.5. Conclusions 

 Physical and chemical analysis of this novel electrospun hydrogel material confirms that 

it is capable of serving as a defined synthetic extracellular matrix substitute. Mechanically, this 

material more closely resembles the modulus of the ECM than other electrospun materials, such 

as polyesters or polyurethanes. While the match in mechanical properties is not perfect, the use 

of hydrogels allows for the tailoring of these properties in future studies, such as with the use of 

a longer pEGDA molecule to reduce the modulus of the polymer network. Alignment of the 

nanofibers caused the material to exhibit anisotropic mechanical properties. This provides 

another signal beyond the topography to directionality align cultured cells such as 

cardiomyocytes. The nanofibrous material exhibited a high specific surface area, ranging from 

1.1 to 6.1 m
2
g

-1
. From this surface, the embedded peptide-hyaluronic acid conjugates presented 

sufficient adhesive ligand to allow for cellular attachment. In future work, the surface density of 

peptides may be increased by increasing the valency of the embedded conjugates, or increasing 

their relative prevalence by decreasing the amount of pEG and pEGDA in the electrospinning 

solution. This material provides a platform for creating a biomimetic tissue scaffold that can 

recreate the topographical, chemical, and mechanical environment of the extracellular matrix. 

Further refinements and modification, such as changing the hydrogel modulus or the identity of 

the conjugated peptide will widen the range of possible applications in which this material may 

be used. 
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6.8. Tables 

 

 

pEGDA Concentration 

(volume percent) 

Photoinitiator Alignment Modulus (MPa) 

5 IC 819DW Unaligned 0.77 

5 IC 2959 Unaligned 6.04 

1 IC 2959 Unaligned 4.30 

1 IC 2959 Parallel to tension 8.35 

1 IC 2959 Perpendicular to 

tension 

2.16 

Table 6.1. Summary of measured mechanical moduli under uniaxial tension for various 

combinations of polymer concentration, photoinitiator, and alignments of nanofibers. 
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Trypsin Incubation 

Time (minutes) 

Mass of Peptide 

Released per Fiber 

Weight (µg/mg) 

Percent of 

Embedded Peptide 

Released 

Surface Density of 

Peptide Released 

from Fibers 

(pmol/m
2
) 

5 8.03 16.1 29.6 

10 11.6 23.2 42.8 

15 10.8 21.5 39.6 

60 12.6 25.3 46.5 

  

Table 6.2. Release of FITC tagged peptide from electrospun fibers after incubation with 

trypsin. The fraction of total embedded peptide released was calculated by comparing the 

mass of released peptide to the SEC-MALS calculated peptide fraction of the conjugate. The 

surface density was calculated by comparing the mass of peptide released to the BET 

calculated specific surface area. 
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6.9. Figures 
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Figure 6.1. Representative stress/strain curves of nanofiber mats electrospun 

from solutions containing 1 v% pEGDA (black) and 5 v% pEGDA (gray). 

Unaligned samples were strained in uniaxial tension. 
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Figure 6.2. Representative stress/strain curves of unaligned (empty markers) 

and aligned (filled markers) nanofibers electrospun from solutions containing 

1 v% pEGDA. Samples were strained in uniaxial tension. Aligned samples 

were strained parallel to (black) and perpendicular to (gray) the direction of 

alignment. 
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Figure 6.3. BET plot of electrospun fibers spun from a solution with 5 v% pEGDA. Plotted on 

the abscissa is the relative pressure (equilibrium pressure divided by saturation pressure). On 

the ordinate is inverse of the adsorbed gas quantity multiplied by the relative pressure divided 

by one minus the relative pressure. The surface area is calculated from the slope and the 

intercept of the gas adsorption isotherm. 
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Figure 6.4. Release of bsp-RGD(15) peptide from the surface of 

electrospun fibers after incubation with trypsin. 
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Chapter 7 

Assessment of the capacity of electrospun poly(ethylene glycol) based hydrogels containing 

multivalent RGD peptides to support cell adhesion, alignment, and function 

7.1. Abstract 

 The capacity for an electrospun hydrogel scaffold containing embedded multivalently 

conjugated hyaluronic acid to maintain cardiomyocyte viability and functionality was assessed. 

An RGD containing peptide derived from bone sialoprotein, bsp-RGD(15) was chosen to 

mediate cell-material interaction. On materials not containing the peptide, cells were not able to 

adhere or spread. Cardiomyocytes cultured on scaffolds containing these peptide conjugates were 

capable of adhering and remaining viable. The cell-material interactions were sufficient to 

maintain adhesion, but could not generate a uniform cell sheet. Instead, cells more strongly 

interacted with each other, forming clusters of cells on the material surface. Cardiomyocytes 

retained contractile functionality on the electrospun fibers. Individual cell clusters beat with 

internal synchronization, but independently of other clusters. Long-range coordinated contraction 

was observed, though no source for the contraction was readily apparent, implying the presence 

of a population of cells outside of the clusters beating in a synchronized fashion. These 

experiments serve as a proof of concept for use of this material as a cardiomyocyte scaffold, with 

possible applications as a cardiac patch for treatment of myocardial infarction. Further 

experiments are necessary to improve cellular adhesion, and to validate the material’s capability 

to align cardiomyocyte cytoskeletal arrangement and contractility.  

7.2. Introduction 

 Heart failure due to cardiovascular disease, and ischemic heart disease in particular, 

remains the leading cause of death worldwide
1
. Myocardial infarction (MI) caused by the 

obstruction of blood flow to the heart is one of the major causes of heart failure. The heart is 

largely incapable of naturally repairing the damaged ventricular wall tissue
2
. This leads to 

thinning of the ventricular wall and the formation of noncontractile scar tissue
3,4

. This thinned, 

passive wall will dilate and reduce the heart’s capacity to pump blood to the rest of the body
5
. 

The continual weakening of the heart may lead to complete heart failure and death. Commonly 

used methods to treat this condition include ventricular reconstruction, stem cell injection, and 

the use of a synthetic material to reinforce the ventricular wall. During ventricular 

reconstruction, the infarcted area is removed and the resulting hole is then either sutured closed 

directly if the defect is small enough, or if the damage was too extensive, a synthetic patch is 

sutured in place
6
. The removal of the infarcted region may reduce the ventricular remodeling and 

subsequent dilation of the wall while maintaining the heart’s ability to pump
7
. The use of 

injected stem cells to treat MI has met mixed success
8
. Injection of various undifferentiated cell 

populations has demonstrated the ability to improve heart function post-MI
9,10

. However, cells 

injected without a scaffold or other material are quickly cleared from the location of 

injection
11,12,13

, and studies have shown that stem cell treated medium has a similar ability to 

improve heart function, implying it paracrine signaling from the injected cells is the predominant 

mode of effect
14

. A synthetic material in the form of a polymer mesh “sock” that is placed 

around the heart
15,16

 or a locally applied patch
17

 can also be used to physically reinforce the heart 

and prevent failure. However, these patches are static and lack the ability to adapt or grow with 

the patient. This makes them impractical for use in children with congenital heart defects. 
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 In order to address this shortcoming, patch materials have begun using the tissue 

engineering approach. Rather than introduce a permanent foreign implant, these strategies 

attempt to use a combination of scaffolding materials, cells, and growth factors to regenerate the 

myocardium
18

. The key to successful tissue engineering is providing a physical scaffold that can 

not only support the cells, but replicate the native cell niche
19,20

. The majority of these scaffolds 

are based on hydrogel materials such as polysaccharides
21

, proteins
22

, and their blends
23,24

. Many 

hydrogel tissue scaffolds fail to mimic the structural environment seen in vivo. For myocardial 

tissue in particular, this environment consists of anisotropically aligned protein nanofibers
25

. 

Electrospinning is a simple and easily scalable method by which to create a similar architecture 

and has become the subject of recent research in cardiac patch development
26

. Various methods, 

such as rotating the target
27

 or changing the target geometry
28

, can align the fibers to recreate the 

anisotropic environment. Most commonly used polymers in electrospun scaffolds are much 

stiffer than the extracellular matrix and fail to provide a chemically significant 

environment
29,30,31,32

.  

 Zimmerman et al proposed that a tissue construct for cardiac repair should be contractile 

and electrophysiologically stable, vascularized or easily vascularized post-implantation, non-

immunogenic, and match tissue mechanics
33

. This research project seeks to fulfill those criteria 

by creating a biologically instructive electrospun cardiac patch to assist in the repair of damaged 

cardiac tissue after infarction through mechanical stabilization as well as physical and chemical 

signaling. The use of synthetic polymers and a defined biomolecular suite will limit batch to 

batch variation and ease regulatory problems seen with natural materials such as Matrigel
34

. The 

patch will mechanically reinforce the infarcted region to reduce dilation and thinning of the 

vascular wall. Meanwhile, the material will mimic native ECM through its nanofibrous structure 

and multivalent presentation of peptides from macromolecules embedded in the fibers in order to 

recruit native cardiac progenitor cells present in the myocardium
35,36

. A short RGD containing 

peptide will be used to promote cell attachment to the scaffold material
37,38,39

. Eventually, the 

infarcted region will be either replaced by or reinforced by healthy tissue, preventing heart 

weakening and failure. 

7.3. Materials and methods 

 Hyaluronic acid sodium salts (HyA) of 600 kDa molecular weight were obtained from 

Genzyme. Polyethylene glycol (pEG) polymers of molecular weight 1 MDa was purchased from 

Sigma-Aldrich. Polyethylene glycol diacrylate (pEGDA) of 200 Da molecular weight was 

obtained from Polysciences. The photoinitiator Irgacure 2959 was provided by BASF. All 

chemicals used in the conjugation reaction, including 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminoproyl) 

carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (sulfoNHS) and 3,3’-N-(ε-

maleimidocaproic acid)hydrazide trifluoroacetic acid (EMCH), tris(2-carboxyethyl) phosphine 

(TCEP), and the buffers phosphate buffered saline (PBS) and 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic 

acid (MES) were purchased from Thermo Scientific. SnakeSkin dialysis tubing with 10k 

molecular weight cutoff was also purchased from Thermo Scientific. The peptide bsp-RGD(15) 

(Ac-CGGNGEPRGDTYRAY-NH2) was synthesized by American Peptide.  

7.3.1. Synthesis of electrospun hydrogel scaffolds 

 RGD peptides were multivalently conjugated to 600 kDa hyaluronic acid as has been 

described previously
40

. Polymer solutions for electrospinning were prepared by mixing 3 wt% 1 
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MDa pEG, 0.5 wt% 600 kDa RGD-conjugated HyA, 1-5 v% 200 Da pEGDA, and 3 mg/mL 

Irgacure 2959 in ultra-pure ASTM type I reagent grade water (<18.2 MΩcm, pyrogen free, 

UPW). This solution was allowed to homogenize for 24 hours before use. The electrospinning 

process was carried out on a custom electrospinning apparatus. The solutions were loaded into a 

5 mL plastic syringe (Becton-Dickinson) and delivered to a 22g needle through a length of 1/16” 

inner diameter polyvinyl chloride tubing (McMaster Carr) by a syringe pump (Chemyx) at 0.1 

mL/h. A rotating mandrel or barrel was used as a collector (NaBond). For unaligned fibers, a 20 

mm diameter mandrel rotating at 1000 rpm was used at the target. For aligned fibers, a 75 mm 

diameter barrel rotating at 5000 rpm was used as the collector. The needle was charged to +10.5 

kV, and the collector was charged to -1.5 kV using a high voltage power supply (Gamma High 

Voltage). After electrospinning, the fibers were exposed to 365 nm UV light at 7 mW/cm
2
 for 90 

s to initiate crosslinking. After fabrication, the materials were stored at -20
o
C until used. 

7.3.2. Wnt mediated cardiac differentiation via small molecules. 

 The protocol to differentiate either human embryonic stem cells or iPS cells into cardiac 

myocytes was based on a temporal Wnt induction and inhibition protocol
41

. Episomal human iPS 

cells (Wtc10) and H-9 cells engineered with an m-cherry reporter to show α myosin heavy chain 

(αMCH) gene expression were maintained feeder free on Synthemax II plates (Corning) in 

mTeSR1 medium (STEMCELL Technologies) at 37
o
C and 5.0% CO2. The H-9 cells were a 

generous gift from the Conklin Lab at UCSF. Stem cells were dissociated into a single cell 

suspension with Accutase at 37°C for 3 minutes before seeding onto Synthemax II coated 12 

well plates (Costar) at a density of 25,000 cells/ml with 10mM ROCK inhibitor (Y-27632; 

BioVision) solution at 1:1000x.  Cells were maintained in mTeSR for 5-7 days, exchanging 

media daily until reaching the appropriate confluence. Once confluent, cells were treated with 

12µM Gsk3 inhibitor CH (CHIR-99021; Selleck) in RPMI-B27 minus insulin (Gibco) for 24 

hours (day 0-1). Media was then exchanged on day 1 for RPMI-B27 minus insulin. On day 3 

cells were treated with RPMI-B27 minus insulin with 5uM Wnt inhibitor IWP4 (Stemgent) for 

24 hours. On day 5 media was exchanged for RPMI-B27 minus insulin. On day 7 the media was 

exchanged for RPMI-B27 complete and exchanged every 3 days. Beating was observed around 

day 10. Flow Cytometry confirmed that 54.8% of the differentiated iPS cell population was 

positive for cTnT (Figure 7.1). 

7.3.3. Culture of cardiomyocytes on electrospun material 

 Cardiomyocytes were dissociated 20 days after differentiation with 0.25%Trypsin for 15 

minutes at 37°C and seeded on to both bsp-RGD(15) conjugated HA-PEG electrospun fibers 

with a seeding density of either 250,000 or 500,000 cells/ml in 48 well plates. Seeded 

electrospun fibers were maintained in EB20 media composed of Knockout DMEM with 20% 

FBS (Gibco), 1X non-essential amino acids, 200 nM L-Glutamine, and β-mercaptoethanol. 

Media was exchanged every three days. Cell seeded scaffolds were imaged using a Nikon 

Eclipse TE300 Inverted Tissue Culture Microscope with a QImaging QICAM Fast 1394 Digital 

Camera and a FEI/Philips XL30 SEM in low vacuum. 

 After one week of culture, samples were moved to glass cover slips for immunostaining. 

Cells were washed with PBS and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 minutes at room 

temperature before being permeabilized with  0.2% Triton X for 8 minutes. The cells were then 
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exposed to a solution of 2% BSA, 4% goat serum and 0.1% Triton X as a blocking agent. Mouse 

anti-cTnT and goat anti-mouse antibodies (Thermo Scientific) were used as the primary and 

secondary antibodies, respectively. DAPI was used as a nuclear stain. Fluorescent images were 

acquired using a Nikon Eclipse TE300 Inverted Tissue Culture Microscope with a QImaging 

QICAM Fast 1394 Digital Camera. 

7.4. Results and Discussion 

7.4.1. Adhesion of cardiomyocytes on electrospun scaffolds 

 Cardiomyocytes plated on the electrospun hydrogel scaffold containing RGD-conjugated 

HyA adhered and remained viable. On materials containing either no HyA, or HyA without the 

cell-binding peptide, cells did not show any significant adhesion to the material. This difference 

in cellular adhesion in illustrated in Figure 7.2. Environmental SEM imaging of the scaffolds 

confirmed the presence of cells adhered to the surface of peptide containing fibers and their 

absence from non-peptide containing fibers. The nanofibrous nature of the scaffold was evident 

in the SEM images, and deformation of this matrix in the vicinity of the cells demonstrated the 

cell’s ability to exert tensile force on the underlying substrate. 

 While the adhesion to the electrospun material was sufficient to maintain cellular 

attachment and viability, it was not strong. Cardiomyocytes formed individual clusters and did 

not fully spread on the scaffold, maintaining a rounded morphology. These observations indicate 

that cell-cell interactions were more favorable than cell-scaffold interactions. During the 

immunostaining process, this weak adhesion resulted in cells often falling off of the surface 

during the multiple washing steps. This resulted in immunostaining often showing many fewer 

cells than were initially present on the scaffold. 

 This weak adhesion can be tied to the concentration of peptide on the scaffold surface. 

The fibers possessed a surface peptide density of 46.5 pmol/m
2 

(Chapter 6). Surfaces with 

peptide densities of 10 pmol/m
2
 have been shown to be capable of supporting cell adhesion, 

though maximal spreading wasn’t achieved until concentrations of 100 pmol/m
2
, and stress 

fibers do not form until a concentration of 1 nmol/m
2 42

. The multivalency of the peptide 

conjugates will increase their potency and improve adhesion, which will lower the peptide 

concentration necessary for optimal spreading. However, the fibers also contain a significant 

amount of pEG, which will inhibit adhesion. The combination of these three factors, peptide 

density, multivalency, and pEG inhibition, will need to be further explored and characterized to 

create an optimal surface for cardiomyocyte adhesion. 

7.4.2. Contractility of cardiomyocytes on electrospun scaffolds 

 Cells were viable and functional for over two months on the peptide containing fibers. 

Spontaneous beating of cardiomyocytes was observed on all peptide-containing samples with the 

contractions becoming more prevalent and more pronounced as cell culture continued. The cell 

clusters beat independently and asynchronously. Observed beat rates varied from 20 bpm to 64 

bpm. In some cases, these contractions were capable of deforming the scaffold hundreds of 

microns away. Larger, long-range contractions were powerful enough to cause contraction and 

bending of the electrospun matrix. A series of images showing the deformation of the scaffold 

due to cardiomyocyte contractility is shown in Figure 7.3. A single colony source for these 
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contractions could not be identified, suggesting that the cells between clusters were beating as 

well. After one week, the scaffolds began to twist into curves and helices that continued to beat 

(data not shown). This was likely caused by asymmetrical cell contractility as cardiomyocytes 

attached to the top of the fibers and were incapable of full penetration of the mat. 

 After one week of culture on the electrospun fibers, all of the differentiated cell 

population expressed cardiac troponin T (cTnT) (Figure 7.4). Live imaging of mcherry 

expressing cells showed that these αMHC positive cells in the clusters are responsible for the 

contractile activity of the cell clusters. These beating cells were observed throughout the material 

surface, as seen in Figure 7.5. As these αMHC positive cells were observed to be the source of 

contractions while in clusters, this population seen outside of the clusters is likely responsible for 

the coordinated long-range contractions. 

7.5. Conclusions 

 These experiments serve as a proof of concept for this material to serve as a biomimetic 

scaffold for cardiomyocyte culture. With the inclusion of cell-adhesive peptides, the hydrogel 

nanofibers were capable of supporting cardiomyocyte adhesion. Further improvements to the 

strength of the cell-material interaction are necessary, though they are in principle simply 

optimization of the amount of peptide and pEG present in the fibers. This and other material 

improvements are addressed in Section 7.6. In addition to supporting cellular survival, these 

materials were capable of maintaining cardiomyocyte function. Cardiomyocytes remained 

metabolically active and underwent spontaneous contraction for over two months on the fibers. 

These contractions exerted significant force on the underlying material sufficient to cause large 

deformations over the scale of hundreds of microns. Cells within clusters were electrically 

independent of other clusters, with no synchronization of their contraction. However, long-range 

coordinated contraction with no source cluster was observed, implying the activity of a 

population of cells outside the clusters. These results demonstrate the material’s capacity to act 

as a cell scaffold. Further refinements and improvements may render the material capable of 

being used as a cardiac patch for treatment of myocardial infarction. 

7.6. Future Directions 

 The experiments and results outlined here should serve as a proof of concept for this 

promising material system. However, before this material may be put to use in applications such 

as tissue engineering, additional experiments and refinements are necessary. The synthesis 

protocol and materials chosen in this dissertation serve as just one possible use of this materials 

platform, which can be adapted to a wide variety of applications. For the purpose of use as a 

cardiomyocyte scaffold, three further experiments and alterations are of particular interest and 

importance: improving cell-material adhesion, quantifying cellular alignment on the material, 

and making a quantitative assessment of the cardiomyocyte contractility.  

 To the first point, several methods are available to improve cell-scaffold interaction. One 

possibility is the use of a different peptide in the conjugate. In this work, bsp-RGD(15) was 

chosen, as it is a simple peptide that is widely used and well understood, and is capable of 

binding and supporting a wide variety of cell types. Changing this peptide to one that is more 

adhesive, such as a cyclic RGD containing peptide, could further improve cellular adhesion. 

Another possibility is to increase the surface peptide density. This can be accomplished in three 
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ways: increasing the valency of the conjugates to increase the number of peptides per hyaluronic 

acid backbone molecule, increasing the concentration of hyaluronic acid conjugate in the 

electrospinning solution, or decreasing the amount of pEG and pEGDA in the electrospinning 

solution. Any of these three methods will increase the relative amount of peptide in the system, 

which should have positive implications on cellular adhesion. 

 Once cellular adhesion has been improved such that cells will adhere and spread on the 

surface, the capability of the material to induce alignment of the cell cytoskeleton must be 

addressed. In Chapter 6, we showed that by electrospinning onto a rapidly rotating target, we can 

induce alignment of the nanofibers. Other labs have shown that cells cultured on aligned 

substrates, including nanofibers, will spontaneously align with this substrate. This result must be 

confirmed on this novel material. 

 The functionality of cardiomyocytes on the material, namely their spontaneous 

contraction, has been assessed qualitatively here in Chapter 7.4.2. To fully characterize the 

material and its interaction with cells, cardiomyocyte contractility should be quantitatively 

measured. Namely, cell beat frequency and contractile strength must be measured. A video 

tracking software currently in use by our lab is capable of tracking the motion of individual 

components of a beating cell cluster independently of any labeling mechanism. This method can 

be used to quantify both the beat frequency and the displacement caused by these contractions 

without disturbing the system. With the known mechanics of the scaffold, these data can be 

translated to a contractile force. We can use these data to assess the capability of the material to 

mimic the myocardial extracellular matrix in a quantitative fashion by comparing cellular 

function on the scaffold to that in the native myocardium. Once the material has been optimized 

in this way, experiments in animals will be necessary to assess possible clinical implications.  
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7.9. Figures 

  

Figure 7.1. Flow cytometry of iPS cell population post-differentiation. 55% of the cell 

population stained positive for cardiac troponin T (cTnT).  
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Figure 7.2. Environmental SEM image of cardiomyocytes cultured on electrospun fibers 

without (a) and with (b) RGD-conjugated HyA. Cells in the image are seen as large, dark 

mounds on top of the fibrous substrate. In image (b), cells can be seen adhered to, and putting 

tension on, the underlying fibers. These interactions are indicated with a white arrow. 

a) b) 
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Figure 7.3. Series of optical microscopy images of deformation of electrospun scaffold due 

to cardiomyocyte contractility. None of the cell clusters seen on the surface of the materials 

could be identified as the center of contraction, implying the action of a less visible layer of 

inter-cluster cells. 
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Figure 7.4. Immunostaining of cardiomyocytes on electrospun fibers. 

Cardiac troponin T is stained green. DAPI is stained blue. 
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 Figure 7.5. mCherry imaging of αMHC in cardiomyocytes on electrospun fibers. These 

αMHC positive cells are seen distributed on the scaffold and not isolated to cell clusters. 




